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Abstract
Existing approaches to secure multiparty computation (MPC) require all the participants
to commit to the entire duration of the protocol. As interest in MPC continues to grow, it is
inevitable that there will be a desire to use it to evaluate increasingly complex functionalities
on massive datasets, resulting in computations spanning several hours or days. Such scenarios
call for a dynamic participation model for MPC where participants have the flexibility to go
offline as needed and (re)join when they have available computational resources. Such a model
would also democratize access to privacy-preserving computation by facilitating an “MPC-asa-service” paradigm — the deployment of MPC in volunteer-operated networks that perform
computation on behalf of clients.
In this work, we initiate the study of fluid MPC, where parties can dynamically join and
leave the computation. The minimum commitment required from each participant is referred to
as fluidity, measured in the number of rounds of communication that it must stay online. Our
contributions are threefold:
– We provide a formal treatment of fluid MPC, exploring various possible modeling choices.
– We construct information-theoretic fluid MPC protocols in the honest-majority setting.
Our protocols achieve maximal fluidity, meaning that a party can exit the computation
after receiving and sending messages in one round.
– We implement our protocol and test it in multiple network settings.
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1

Introduction

Multiparty computation (MPC) [Yao86, GMW87, BGW88, CCD88] allows a group of parties to
jointly compute a function while preserving the confidentiality of their inputs. The increasing
practicality of MPC protocols has recently spurred demand for its use in a wide variety of contexts,
including studying the wage gap in Boston [LVB+ 16] and student success [BKK+ 16].
While most current applications remain computationally “simple”, increasingly ambitious applications will inevitably be explored — like complex simulations on secret initial conditions or
training machine learning algorithms on massive, distributed datasets. Because the circuit representations of these functionalities can be extremely deep, evaluating them could take several hours
or even days, even with highly efficient MPC protocols. While MPC has been studied in a variety
of settings over the years, nearly all previous work considers static participants who must commit
to participating for the entire duration of the computation. However, this requirement may not be
reasonable for long duration computations such as above. Indeed, during such a long period, it is
more realistic to expect that some participants may go offline either to perform other duties (or
undergo maintenance), or due to connectivity problems.
To accommodate increasingly complex applications, MPC protocols must be designed with
flexibility in mind. In this work, we formalize the study of MPC protocols that can support dynamic
participation. From a functionality perspective, it would be desirable to allow parties to join and
leave without interrupting the protocol. Not only would this remove the need for parties to commit
to entire long running computations, but it would also allow fresh parties to join midway through,
shepherding the computation to its end. More broadly, this extreme flexibility can allow parties
— including those with low resources — to contribute according to their computational capacity.
This would effectively yield a weighted, privacy preserving, distributed computing system.
Highly dynamic computational settings have already started to appear in practice, e.g. Bitcoin
[Nak08], Ethereum [B+ 14], and TOR [DMS04]. These networks are powered by volunteer nodes
that are free to come and go as they please, a model that has proven to be wildly successful.
Designing networks to accommodate high churn rates means that anyone can participate in the
protocol, no matter their computational power or availability. Building MPC protocols that are
amenable to this setting would be an important step towards replicating the success of these
networks. This would allow the creation of volunteer networks capable of private computation,
creating an “MPC-as-a-service” [BHKL18] system and democratizing access to privacy preserving
computation.
Fluid MPC. To bring MPC to highly dynamic settings, we formalize the study of fluid MPC.
Consider a group of clients that wish to compute a function on confidential inputs, but do not
wish to conduct the full computation themselves. These clients share their inputs in a privacy
preserving manner with some initial committee of volunteer servers. Once the computation begins,
both the clients and the initial servers may exit the protocol execution. Additionally, other servers,
even those not present during the input stage, can simply “sign-up” to join part-way through the
protocol execution. The resulting protocol should still provide the security properties we expect
from MPC.
More specifically, we consider a model in which the computation is divided into an input stage,
an execution stage, and an output stage. We illustrate this in Figure 1. During the input stage, a set
of clients prepare their inputs for computation and hand them over to the first committee of servers.
The execution stage is further divided into a sequence of epochs. During each epoch, a committee
of servers are responsible for doing some part of the computation, and then the intermediary state
of the computation is securely transferred to a new committee. Once the full circuit has been
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Figure 1: Computation model of fluid MPC. A set of clients initiate the computation with the
input stage. During the execution stage, servers come and go, doing small amounts of work during
the compute phases and transferring state in the hand-off phase. Finally, once the entire circuit
has been evaluated, the output parties recover the outputs during the output stage.
evaluated, there is an output stage where the final results are recovered by the clients.
In order to see how well suited a particular protocol is to this dynamic setting, we introduce the
notion of fluidity of a protocol. Fluidity captures the minimum commitment required from each
server participating in the execution stage, measured in communication rounds. More specifically,
fluidity is the number of communication rounds within an epoch.
A protocol with worse fluidity might require that servers remain active to send, receive, or act
as passive observers on many rounds of communication. In this sense, MPC protocols designed for
static participants have the worst possible fluidity — all participants must remain active throughout
the lifetime of the entire protocol. In this work, we focus on protocols with only a single round of
communication per epoch, which we say achieve maximal fluidity. Note that such protocols must
have no intra-committee communication, as the communication round must be used to transfer
state. Achieving maximal fluidity is ideal for fluid MPC protocols, as they give the most flexibility
to the servers participating in the protocol.
There are several other modeling choices that can significantly impact feasibility and efficiency
of a fluid MPC protocol — many of which are non-trivial and unique to this setting. For instance:
when and how are the identities of the servers in the committee of a particular epoch fixed? What
requirements are there on the churn rate of the system? How does the adversary’s corruption model
interact with the dynamism of the protocol participants? We have already seen from the extensive literature on volunteer consensus networks that different networks make different, reasonable
assumptions and arrive at very different protocols.
We discuss these modeling choices and provide a formal treatment of fluid MPC in Section 2.
For the constructions we give in this work, we consider adversaries that adaptively corrupt less
than half of the servers in any committee and assume that the identities of the servers in each
committee are made known during the previous epoch, but make no restrictions on which servers
may participate in any given epoch.
Our Contributions.
threefold:

In this work we initiate the study of fluid MPC. Our contributions are

– Model. We provide a formal treatment of fluid MPC, exploring possible modeling choices.
– Protocols With Maximal Fluidity. We construct fluid MPC protocols that achieve maximal fluidity. We begin by noting that the classical semi-honest BGW protocol [BGW88] can
be adapted to the fluid MPC setting in a surprisingly simple manner.
To achieve security against malicious adversaries, we extend the “additive attack” paradigm of
[GIP+ 14] to the fluid MPC setting, showing that any malicious adversarial strategy on semihonest fluid MPC protocols (with a specific structure and satisfying a weak notion of privacy
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against malicious adversaries1 ) is limited to injecting additive values on the intermediate wires
of the circuit. We use this observation to build a compiler that transforms such semi-honest
fluid MPC protocols into ones that achieve malicious security. Our compiler enjoys two salient
properties: (i) It introduces only a constant multiplicative overhead in the communication
complexity of the underlying protocol. (ii) It preserves fluidity of the underlying semi-honest
protocol. Applying our compiler to the fluid version of BGW gives a maliciously secure fluid
MPC protocol with maximal fluidity.
– Implementation. We implement our maliciously secure protocol and give concrete measurements of running it across multiple network settings.

1.1

Technical Overview

We start by briefly discussing some specifics of the model in which we will present our construction.
A detailed formal description of our model is provided in Section 2.
As discussed earlier, we consider a client-server model where computation proceeds in three
phases – input stage, execution stage and output stage (see Figure 1). The execution stage proceeds
in epochs, where different committees of servers perform the computation. Each epoch ` is further
divided into two phases: (1) computation phase, where the servers in the committee (denoted as S ` )
perform computation, and (2) hand-off phase, where the servers in S ` transfer their states to the
incoming committee S `+1 . We require that at the start of the hand-off phase of epoch `, everyone
is aware of committee S `+1 . We consider security in the presence of an adversary who can corrupt
a minority of servers in every committee.
For the remainder of the technical overview, we describe our ideas for the simplified case where
all the committees are disjoint and the size of the committees remain the same across all epochs,
denoted as n. Neither of these restrictions are necessary for our protocols, and we refer the reader
to the technical sections for further details.
1.1.1

Main Challenges

Designing protocols that are well suited to the fluid MPC setting requires overcoming challenges
that are not standard in the static setting. While some of these challenges have been considered
previously in isolation in other contexts, the main difficulty is in addressing them at the same time.
1. Fluidity. The primary focus of our work is the fluidity of protocols, a measure of how long
the servers must remain online in order to contribute to the computation. The fluidity of a
protocol is the number of rounds of interaction in a single epoch, and we say that a protocol
achieves maximal fluidity if there is only a single round in each epoch. Designing protocols
with maximal fluidity means that the computation phase of an epoch must be “silent” (i.e.,
non-interactive), and the hand-off phase must complete in a single round.
2. Small State Complexity. In many classical MPC protocols, the private state held by
each party is quite large, often proportional to the size of the circuit (see, e.g. [DN07]).
We refer to this as the state complexity of the protocol. While state complexity is generally
not considered an important measure of a protocol’s efficiency, in the fluid MPC setting
it takes on new importance. Because the state held by the servers must be transferred
1

It was observed in [GIP+ 14] that almost all known secret sharing based semi-honest protocols in the static model
naturally satisfy this weak privacy property. We observe that the fluid version of BGW continues to satisfy this
property. Further, we conjecture that most secret-sharing based approaches in the fluid MPC setting would also yield
semi-honest protocols that achieve this property.
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Figure 2: Left: Part of the circuit partitioned into different layers, indicated by the different
colors. Right: A visual representation of the flow of information during the modified version
of BGW presented
in Section 1.1.2, running with committees of size 3, which achieves maximal

fluidity. S ` = S`1 , S`2 , S`3 , denotes the set of active servers in each committee corresponding to
level `, indicated by the same color.
between epochs, the state complexity of a protocol contributes directly to its communication
complexity. Protocols with large state complexity, say proportional to the size of the circuit,
would require each committee to perform a large amount of work, undermining any advantage
of fluidity. Therefore, special attention must be paid to minimize the state complexity of the
protocol in the fluid MPC setting.
3. Secure State Transfer. As mentioned earlier, we consider adversaries that can corrupt a
minority of servers in every committee. As such, state cannot be naively handed off between
committees in a one-to-one manner. To illustrate why this is true, consider secret sharing
based protocols where the players collectively hold a t-out-of-n secret sharing of the wire
values and iteratively compute on these shares. If states were transferred by having each
server in committee S i choose a unique server in S i+1 (as noted, we assume for convenience
that |S i | = |S i+1 |) and simply sending that new server their state, the adversary would see 2t
shares of the transferred state, t shares from S i and another t shares from S i+1 , thus breaking
the privacy of the protocol. Fluid MPC protocols must therefore incorporate mechanisms to
securely transfer the protocol state between committees.
In this work, we focus our attention on protocols that achieve maximal fluidity. Designing such
protocols requires careful balancing between these three factors. In particular, the need for small
state complexity makes it difficult to use many of the efficient MPC techniques known in the
literature, as we will discuss in more detail below.
1.1.2

Adapting Semi-honest BGW to Fluid MPC

Despite the challenges involved in the design of fluid MPC protocols, we observe that the semihonest BGW [BGW88] protocol can be adapted to the fluid MPC setting in a surprisingly simple
manner.
Recall that in BGW, the parties collectively compute over an arithmetic circuit representation
of the functionality that they wish to compute, using Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. For each
intermediate wire in the circuit, the following invariant is maintained: the shares held by the parties
correspond to a t-of-n secret sharing of the value induced by the inputs on that wire. Evaluating
addition gates requires the parties to simply add their shares of the incoming wires, leveraging the
linearity of the secret sharing scheme. For evaluating multiplication gates, the parties first locally
multiply their shares of the incoming wires, resulting in a distributed degree 2t polynomial encoding
6

of the value induced on the output wire of the gate. Then, each party computes a fresh t-out-of-n
sharing of this degree 2t share and sends one of these share-of-share to every other party. Finally,
the parties locally interpolate these received shares and as a result, all the parties hold a t-out-of-n
sharing of the product. Thus, every multiplication gate requires only one round of communication.
We observe that adapting semi-honest BGW to fluid MPC setting, which we will refer to as
Fluid-BGW, is straightforward. The key observation is that the degree reduction procedure of
BGW simultaneously re-randomizes the state, so that only a single round of communication is
required to accomplish both goals. In each epoch, the servers will evaluate all the gates in a single
layer of the circuit, which may contain both addition and multiplication gates (see Figure 2). More
specifically, for each epoch `:
Computation Phase: The servers in S ` interpolate the shares-of-shares (received from the previous committee) to obtain a degree t sharing for full intermediary state (for each gate in
that layer). Then, they locally evaluate each gate in layer `, possibly increasing the degree
of the shares that they hold. Finally, they compute a t-out-of-n secret sharing of the entire
state they hold, including multiplied shares, added shares and any “old” values that may be
needed later in the circuit.
Hand-off Phase: The servers in S ` then send one share of each sharing to each active server in
S `+1 .
The computation phase is non-interactive and the hand-off phase consists of only a single round of
communication, and therefore the above protocol achieves maximal fluidity.
Recall that we consider adversaries who can corrupt a minority of t servers in each committee,
a significant departure from the classical setting in which a total of t parties can be corrupted.
At first glance, it may seem as though the adversary can gain significant advantage by corrupting
(say) the first t parties in committee S ` and the last t parties in committee S `+1 . However, since
computing shares-of-shares essentially re-randomizes the state, at the end of the hand-off phase of
epoch `, the adversary is aware of the (1) nt shares-of-shares that were sent to the last t corrupt
servers during the hand-off phase of epoch ` and (2) (n − t) × t shares-of-shares that the first t
corrupt servers in S ` sent to the (n − t) honest servers in S `+1 . This is in fact no different than
regular BGW. Since the partial information that the adversary has about the states of the (n − t)
honest servers in S `+1 only corresponds to t shares of their individual states, privacy is ensured.
1.1.3

Compiler for Malicious Security

Having established the feasibility of semi-honest MPC with maximal fluidity, we now describe our
ideas for transforming semi-honest fluid MPC protocols into ones that achieve security against
malicious adversaries. Our goal is to achieve two salient properties: (1) fluidity preservation, i.e.,
preserve the fluidity of the underlying protocol, (2) constant multiplicative overhead, i.e., incur only
a constant overhead in the complexity of the underlying protocol.
Shortcomings of Natural Solutions. Consider a natural way of achieving malicious security:
after each gate evaluation, the servers perform a check that the gate was properly evaluated,
as is done in the malicious-secure version of BGW [BGW88]. However, known techniques for
implementing gate-by-gate checks rely on primitives such as verifiable secret sharing (among others)
that require additional interaction between the parties. Such a strategy is therefore incompatible
with our goal of achieving maximal fluidity, which requires a single round hand-off phase. Even
computational techniques like NIZKs are not well suited as they will require a committee to have
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access to all prior rounds of communication in order to verify that the received messages were
correctly communicated.
Starting Idea: Consolidated Checks. Since performing gate-by-gate checks is not well-suited
to fluid MPC, we consider a consolidated check approach to malicious security where the correctness
of the computation (of the entire circuit) is checked once. This approach has previously been studied
in the design of efficient MPC protocols [DPSZ12, GIP+ 14, GIP15, CGH+ 18, FL19]. Roughly
speaking, in this approach, for every shared wire value z in the circuit, the parties also compute a
secret sharing of a MAC on z. At the end of the protocol, the parties verify validity of all the MACs
in one shot. While previously, this approach has primarily been used for improving the efficiency
of MPC protocols, we use it in this work for maximizing fluidity.
An important observation in this line of work, made in [GIP+ 14], is that linear-based MPC
protocols (a natural class of semi-honest honest-majority MPC protocols) are secure up to additive
attacks, meaning any strategy followed by a malicious adversary is equivalent to injecting an additive
error on each wire in the circuit. With this observation in hand, it is easy to see that the parties can
generate a single, secret MAC key r at the beginning of the protocol and compute M AC(r, z) = rz
for each wire z in the circuit. It holds that if the adversary injects an additive error δ on the
wire value z, they must inject a corresponding additive error of δ̂ = rδ on the MAC. Because r is
uniformly distributed and unknown to all servers, this can only happen with probability negligible
in the field size.
Verifying the MACs requires revealing the key r, but this is only done at the end of the protocol,
as revealing r too early would allow the adversary to forge MACs. Furthermore, to facilitate
efficient MAC verification, the parties finish the protocol with the following “condensed” check:
they generate random coefficients αk and use them to compute linear combinations of the wire
values and MACs as follows:
X
X
u=
αk · zk and v =
αk · rzk .
k∈[|C|]

k∈[|C|]

Finally, they reconstruct the key r and interactively verify if v = ru, before revealing the output
shares.
To build on this approach, we first need to show that linear-based fluid MPC protocols are also
secure up to additive attacks against malicious adversaries. We prove this to be true in Section 5
and show that the semi-honest Fluid-BGW satisfies the structural requirement of linear-based fluid
MPC protocols. At first glance, it would appear that we can then directly implement the above
mechanism to the fluid MPC setting as follows: in the output stage, parties interactively generate
shares of αk , locally compute this linear combination, reconstruct r, and perform the equality check.
To see where this approach falls short, consider the state complexity of this protocol. To
perform the consolidated check, parties in the output stage require shares of all wires in the circuit,
namely zk and rzk for k ∈ [|C|], which must have been passed along as part of the state between
each consecutive pair of committees. This means that the state complexity of the protocol is
proportional to the size of the circuit, which (as discussed earlier) would undermine the advantages
of the fluid MPC model. More concretely, this approach would incur at least |C| multiplicative
overhead in the communication of the underlying protocol – far higher than our goal of achieving
constant overhead.
Incrementally Computing Linear Combination. In order to implement the above consolidated check approach in the fluid MPC setting, we require a method for computing the aforementioned aggregated values that does not require access to the entire intermediate computation
during the output stage. Towards this, we observe that the servers can incrementally compute u
8

and v throughout the protocol. This can be done by having each committee incorporate the part of
u and v corresponding to the gates evaluated by the previous committee into the partial sum. That
is, committee S ` is responsible for (1) evaluating the gates on layer `, (2) computing the MACs
for gates on layer `, and (3) computing the partial linear combination for all the gates before layer
` − 1.
Let the output of the k th gate on the ith layer of the circuit be denoted as zki . Apart from the
shares of zk`−1 and rzk`−1 (for k ∈ [w]), the servers computing layer ` of the circuit S ` also receive
shares of
X X
X X
αki · rzki
αki · zki and v`−2 =
u`−2 =
i≤`−2 k∈[w]

i≤`−2 k∈[w]

from S `−1 during hand-off, where αki is a random value associated with the gate outputting zki .
While u`−2 and v`−2 represent the consolidated check for all gates in the circuit before layer ` − 1.
S ` then computes shares of
X
X
u`−1 = u`−2 +
αk`−1 · zk`−1 and v`−1 = v`−2 +
αk`−1 · rzk`−1
k∈[w]

k∈[w]

in addition to shares of the outputs of gates on layer ` (zk` and rzk` ) and transfer u`−1 and v`−1 to
S `+1 during hand-off. Note that the final u = ud and v = vd , where d is the depth of the circuit.
This leaves the following main question: how do the servers agree upon the values of αk` ?
Notice that |{αk` }k∈[w],`∈[d] | = |C|, therefore generating shares of all the αk` values at the beginning of the protocol and passing them forward will again yields a protocol that has an excessively
large state complexity. Another natural solution might be to have the servers generate αk` as and
when they need them. However, because our goal is to maintain maximal fluidity, the servers in
S j for some fixed j cannot generate αkj , as this would require communication within S j .
Instead, consider a protocol in which the servers in S j−1 do the work of generating the shares
of αkj . Each server in S j−1 generates a random value and shares it, sending one share to each server
in S j . The servers in S j then combine these shares using a Vandermonde matrix to get correct
shares of αkj , as suggested by [BTH06]. While this approach achieves maximal fluidity and requires
a small state complexity, it incurs a multiplicative overhead of n in the complexity of the underlying
semi-honest protocol.2
Constant Overhead Compiler. We now describe our ideas for achieving constant multiplicative
overhead. In our compiler, we use the above intuition, having each committee, evaluate gates for
its layer, compute MACs for the previous layer, and incrementally add to the sum. In the input
stage, the clients generate a sharing of a secret random MAC key r, and secret random values
β, α1 , . . . , αw . Over the course of the protocol, the servers will incrementally compute values
X X
X X
u=
(αk (β)` ) · zk` and v =
(αk (β)` ) · rzk`
`∈[d] k∈[w]

`∈[d] k∈[w]

where zk` is the output of the k th gate on level `, (β)` is β raised to the `th power, and αk (β)` is
the “random” coefficient associated with it. At the end of the protocol, the parties verify whether
v = ru.
Notice that at the beginning of the execution stage, the servers do not have shares of (αk (β)` )
for ` > 0, but they have the necessary information to compute a valid sharing of this coefficient
2

In the static setting, this technique allows for batched randomness generation, by generating O(n) sharings with
O(n2 ) messages. In the fluid MPC setting, however, the number of servers cannot be known in advance and may not
correspond to the width of the circuit. Therefore, such amortization techniques are not applicable.
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in parallel with the normal computation, namely β, α1 , . . . , αw . To compute the coefficients, we
require that the servers computing layer ` are given shares of (αk (β)`−1 ) and β by the previous set
of servers, in addition to the shares of the actual wire values. The servers in S ` then use these shares
to compute shares of (1) the values zk` on outgoing wires from the gates on layer `, (2) the partial
sums by adding the values computed in the previous layer u`−1 = u`−2 + (αk (β)`−1 ) · zk`−1 and
v`−1 = v`−2 + (αk (β)`−1 ) · rzk`−1 , and (3) the coefficients for the next layer (αk (β)` ) = β · αk (β)`−1 .
All of this information can be securely transferred to the next committee.
We give a simplified sketch to illustrate why this check is sufficient. Let `z,k (and `rz,k resp.)
be the additive error introduced by the adversary on the computation of zk` (rzk` resp.).
As before, the check succeeds if
X X
X X
(αk (β)` )(rzk` + `rz,k )
(αk (β)` )(zk` + `z,k ) =
r·
`∈[d] k∈[w]

`∈[d] k∈[w]

m
Let the q th gate on level m be the first gate where the adversary injects errors m
z,q and rz,q . The
above equality can be re-written as.

"
αq

d
X
`=m

((β)` `rz,q ) − r

d
X
`=m

#
((β)` `z,q ) = r ·

d
X
X

(αk (β)` )(zk` + `z,k ) −

`=m k∈[w]
k6=q

d
X
X

(αk (β)` )(rzk` + `rz,k )

`=m k∈[w]
k6=q

P
P
This holds only if either (1) d`=m ((β)` `z,q ) = 0 and d`=m ((β)` `rz,q ) = 0. The key point is that
since these are polynomials inPβ with degree at
Pmost d, the probability that β is equal to one of its
roots is d/|F|. Or if (2) r = d`=m ((β)` `rz,q )( d`=m ((β)` `z,q ))−1 . Since r is uniformly distributed,
this happens only with probability 1/|F|.
This analysis is significantly simplified for clarity and the full analysis is included in Appendix
B. Note that the adversary can inject additive errors on r and β, since these values are also reshared between sets of servers. Also, since the α values for the gates on level ` > 0 are computed
using a multiplication operation, the adversary can potentially inject additive errors on these values
as well. However, we observe that the additive errors on the value of β and consequently on the α
values associated with the gates on higher levels, does not hamper the correctness of output. But
the errors on the value of r, do need to be taken into consideration. The analysis in the Appendix
addresses how these errors can be handled, making it non-trivial and notationally complicated, but
the core intuition remains the same.
We note that we are not the first to consider generating multiple random values by raising a
single random value to consecutively larger powers. In particular, [DPSZ12] performs consolidated
checks by taking a linear combination of all wire values, the coefficients for which need to be generated securely, i.e. be randomly distributed and authenticated. But this generation is expensive,
so they generate a single secure value and derive all other values by raising it to consecutively
larger powers. A consequence of this technique is that once the single secure value is revealed, the
exponentiations are done locally and therefore precludes any introduction of errors in this computation for the honest parties. Although this technique might seem similar to ours, our specific
implementation is different and for a different purpose, namely, achieving maximal fluidity together
with constant multiplicative overhead.
A roadmap to our constructions can be found in Section 4.
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1.2

Future Directions

In this work we take the first steps towards designing MPC protocols with dynamic participation.
We envision a host of interesting problems in this area that are yet to be tackled. Here we provide
a brief, non-exhaustive list of some natural problems.
Efficiency. In this work, we build a malicious security compiler that preserves the fluidity of the
underlying semi-honest protocol while incurring only constant multiplicative overhead. This means
that future designs of concretely efficient fluid MPC protocols only need to focus on semi-honest
security.
Our construction of semi-honest fluid MPC is based on the classical BGW protocol which
performs worse than best known concretely efficient semi-honest MPC protocols such as [DN07].
However, these protocols use amortization techniques that inherently require large state complexity,
which (as discussed earlier) is problematic in the fluid MPC setting. As such, constructing more
efficient semi-honest fluid MPC protocols for general computations is an interesting problem.
Security. In this work, we consider an honest majority model in which the adversary is limited
to corrupting a minority of servers in each committee. A natural question is whether it is possible
to construct fluid MPC protocols in the more challenging setting where an adversary can corrupt
more than half of the servers in some or potentially all of the committees.
Other Models. In this work, we put forth an initial, and in our eyes, natural model for fluid
MPC. As we discuss in Section 2, there are a plethora of modeling choices that arise in this setting;
exploring them remains an interesting avenue for future research.

1.3

Related Work

Proactive Multiparty Computation. The proactive security model, first introduced in [OY91],
aims to model the persistent corruption of parties in a distributed computation, and the continuous
race between parties for corruption and recovery. To capture this, the model defines a “mobile”
adversary that is not restricted in the total number of corruptions, but can corrupt a subset of
parties in different time periods, and the parties periodically reboot to a clean state to mitigate
the total number of corruptions. Prior works have investigated the feasibility of proactive security
both in the context of secret sharing [HJKY95, MZW+ 19] and general multiparty computation
[OY91, BELO14, EOPY18].
While both fluid MPC and Proactive MPC (PMPC) consider dynamic models, the motivation
behind the two models are completely different. This in turn leads to different modeling choices.
Indeed, the dynamic model in PMPC considers slow-moving adversaries, modeling a spreading
computer virus where the set of participants are fixed through the duration of the protocol. This
is in contrast to the Fluid MPC model where the dynamism is derived from participants leaving
and joining the protocol execution as desired. As such, the primary objective of our work is to
construct protocols that have maximal fluidity while reducing the computation complexity in each
epoch, which are not a consideration of protocols in the PMPC setting. Furthermore, unlike PMPC,
fluid MPC captures the notion of volunteer servers that sign-up for computation proportional to
the computational resources available to them.
The difference in motivation highlighted above also presents different constraints in protocol
design. For instance, unlike PMPC, (as discussed in the technical overview) the state complexity
of protocol is a key parameter in the design of fluid MPC. We do note, however, that some ideas
from the PMPC setting, such as state re-randomization are relevant in our setting as well.
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Malicious Security Compilers. There has been a recent line of exciting work [CGH+ 18,
NV18, LN17, ABF+ 17, AFL+ 16, MRZ15, IKHC14, FL19] in designing concretely efficient compiler
that upgrade security from semi-honest to malicious in the honest majority setting. Some of these
compilers rely on the additive attack paradigm introduced in [GIP+ 14]. We take a similar approach,
but adapt and extend the additive attack paradigm to the fluid MPC setting.
Concurrent and Independent Work.3 Two independent and concurrent works [GKM+ 20,
BGG+ 20] that recently appeared on ePrint Archive also model dynamic computing environments by
considering protocols that progress in discrete stages denoted as epochs, which are further divided
into computation and hand-off phases. These works study and design secret sharing protocols
in the dynamic environment. In contrast, our work focuses on the broader goal of multi-party
computation protocols for all functionalities.
Furthermore, we focus on building protocols that achieve maximal fluidity. While this goal is
not considered in [GKM+ 20], a notion of maximal fluidity is achieved in [BGG+ 20] (albeit with
some differences discussed below). In choosing committees for each epoch, [GKM+ 20] consider an
approach similar to ours where the committee is announced at the start of the hand-off phase of
each epoch. [BGG+ 20] stray from this approach and select committees via an external mechanism
using ideas very specific to the blockchain setting. A consequence of this approach is that while their
protocol is able to achieve maximal fluidity, the committee selection mechanism requires parties to
stay online throughout the protocol even if the parties are not performing any computation. This
is in contrast to the setting we consider, where we aim to capture flexibility of participation and
allow parties to go offline when they are not performing any computation.
Lastly, both of these works consider a security model incomparable to ours. Specifically,
they consider security with guaranteed output delivery for secret sharing against computationally
bounded adversaries, whereas we consider MPC with security with abort against computationally
unbounded adversaries.

2

Fluid MPC

In this section, we give a formal treatment of the fluid MPC setting. We start by describing the
model of computation and then turn to the task of defining security. Our goals in this section are
twofold: first, we illustrate that there are many possible modeling parameters to choose from in
the fluid MPC setting. Second, we highlight the modeling choices that we make for the protocols
we describe in later sections. Before beginning, we reiterate that the functionalities considered in
this setting can be represented by circuits where the depth of such circuits are large.
We consider a client-server model of computation where a set of clients C want to compute a
function over their private inputs. The clients delegate the computation of the function to a set
of servers S. Unlike the traditional client-server model [CDI05, DI05, DI06] where every server is
required to participate in the entire computation (and hence, remain online for its entire duration),
we consider a dynamic model of computation where the servers can volunteer their computational
resources for part of the computation and then potentially go offline. That is, the set of servers is
not fixed in advance.
In a fluid MPC protocol, computation proceeds in three stages:
Input Stage: In this stage, the clients pre-process their inputs and hand them off to the servers
for computation.
3

An earlier version of our work containing the same results was submitted to ACM CCS 2019.
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Figure 3: Epochs ` and ` + 1
Execution Stage: This is the main stage of computation where only the servers participate in
the computation of the function.
Output Stage: This is the final stage where only the clients participate in order to reconstruct
the output of the function.
We emphasize that the clients only participate in the input and output stages of the protocol.
Consequently, we require that the computational complexity of both the input and the output stages
is independent of the depth of the functionality (when represented as a circuit) being computed
by the protocol. A primary goal of this work is to offload the computation work to the servers
and having a computation intensive input phase would undermine this goal. We wish to capture
dynamism for the bulk of the computation, and thus study dynamism in the execution stage of
the protocol, rather than the input and output stages. We highlight the key modeling choices for
the protocols we present by displaying them in bold font in color. Subsequent to the discussion
of various modeling choices, we shall refer to our model as Maximally-Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive
Security.
Epoch. We model the progression of the execution stage in discrete steps referred to as epochs.
In each epoch `, only a subset of servers S ` participate in the computation. We refer to this set of
servers S ` as the committee for epoch `. An epoch is further divided into two phases, illustrated
in Figure 3:
Computation Phase: Every epoch begins with a computation phase where the servers in
the committee S ` perform computation over their local states, possibly involving multiple
rounds of interaction with each other.
Hand-off Phase: The epoch then transitions to a hand-off phase where the committee S `
transfers the protocol state to the next committee S `+1 . As with the computation phase,
this phase may involve multiple rounds of interaction. When this phase is completed, epoch
` + 1 begins.
Fluidity. We define the notion of fluidity to measure the minimum commitment that a server
needs to make for participating in the execution stage.
Definition 1 (Fluidity). Fluidity is defined as the number of rounds of interaction within an epoch.
Clearly, the fewer the number rounds in an epoch, the more “fluid” the protocol. We say that
a protocol has maximal fluidity when the number of rounds in an epoch is 1. We emphasize that
this is only possible when the computation phase of an epoch is completely non-interactive, i.e., the
servers only perform local computation on their states without interacting with each other. This
is because the hand-off phase must, by definition, consist of at least one round of communication.
In this work, we aim to design protocols with maximal fluidity.
Committees. We now explore modeling choices for committees. We address three key aspects of
a committee – its formation, size and possible overlap with other committees. Along the way, we
also discuss how long a server needs to remain online.
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Committee Formation and Availability. From our above discussion of computation progressing in epochs, we view three possible choices for committee formation:
1. In the most restrictive choice, the servers announce right at the start, their participation
for the protocol, and epoch(s) they will be participating in. This in turn determines the
committee for every epoch. In this choice, the servers lose some of their flexibility since they
have to commit to their resources ahead of time. We view this choice to be too restrictive
and shall not consider it for our model.
2. Since we view the servers as “volunteers” who sign up to participate in the execution stage
whenever they have computational resources available. The natural choice we consider
in this model is that the committee for epoch ` + 1 is determined and known to
everyone at the start of the hand-off phase of epoch `. In order to allow the
committee S ` to securely communicate with committee S `+1 , we assume the existence of
private point-to-point channels between all parties.4
3. On can envision a third choice where the committee for each epoch are determined via some
external process and the servers in S ` are oblivious to the identities of the servers in S `+1 .
A potential benefit of this choice is that it can further narrow the window of opportunity for
an adversary to corrupt committee members. However, the idea of committee “selection”
(via an external process) departs from our vision of volunteer-based computation; hence
we do not consider it in the present work.
We consider two notions of availability of any server:
1. We say that a server is active within an epoch if it either (a) performs some protocol
computation, or (b) sends/receives protocol messages. Clearly, a server is active during
epoch ` only if it belongs to S ` ∪ S `+1 . A committee S ` is active from the beginning of the
hand-off phase in epoch ` − 1 to the end of the hand-off phase in epoch ` (see Figure 3).
2. We say that a server is online if it is active (in the above sense) or simply passively listening
to broadcast communication.
A protocol may potentially require a server to be online throughout the protocol and keep
its local state “up to date” as a function of all the broadcasted protocol messages (possibly for
participation at a later stage). In such a case, while a server may not be performing active
computation throughout the protocol, it would nevertheless have to commit to being present
and listening throughout the protocol. In this work, we focus on designing protocols where
a server is only required to be online during epochs where it is active. In such a
protocol, a server in committee S ` only needs to come online at the start of the hand-off phase
in epoch ` − 1 and can then go offline at the end of epoch `. In particular, it does not need to
“hang around” listening to protocol communication.
Committee Sizes. In view of modeling committee members signing up as and when they have
available computational resources, we allow for variable committee sizes in each epoch. For
simplicity, we describe our protocol in the technical sections for the simplified setting where the
committee sizes in each epoch are equal and indicate how it extends to the variable committee
size setting. An alternative choice would be to require the committee to have a fixed size,
or change sizes at some prescribed rate. These choices might be more reasonable under the
requirement that servers announce their committee membership at the start of the protocol.
Committee Overlap. In our envisioned applications, participants with available computational resources will sign up more often to be a part of a committee (see Remark 1). In view
4

In practice, this can be implemented, e.g., by using a public-key infrastructure (PKI).
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of this, we make no restriction on committee overlap, i.e., we allow a server to volunteer
to be in multiple epoch committees. As we discuss below, this has some bearing on modeling
security for the protocol.
Remark 1 (Weighted Computation.). We note that our model naturally allows for a form of
weighted computation, where the amount of work performed by a participant is proportional to
its available resources. This is because a participant (i.e., a server) can choose to participate in
a number of epochs proportional to its available resources.

2.1

Security

As in traditional MPC, there are various choices for modeling corruption of parties to determine
the number of parties that can be corrupted (i.e., honest vs dishonest majority) as well as the time
of corruption (i.e., static vs adaptive corruption).
Corruption Threshold. We consider an honest-majority model for fluid MPC where an adversary
can corrupt any minority of the clients as well as any minority of servers in every
committee in an epoch. An alternative model, that we do not consider in this work, is where
an adversary may corrupt a majority of clients and additionally a majority of servers in some or
all the epochs.
Corruption Timing. Given that the protocol progresses in discrete steps, and knowledge of
committees may not be known in advance, it is important to model when an adversary can specify
the list of corrupted parties. For clients, this is straightforward: we assume that the adversary
specifies the list of corrupted clients at the start of the protocol, i.e. we assume static corruption
for the clients. Since the servers perform the bulk of the computation, and their participation
is already dynamic, there are various considerations for corruption timing. We consider two main
aspects below: point of corruption and effect on prior epochs.
Point of corruption: When the committee S ` is determined at the start of hand-off phase of
epoch ` − 1, the adversary can specify the corrupted servers from S ` in either:
1. a static manner, where the adversary is only allowed to list the set of corrupted servers
when the committee S ` is determined; or
2. an adaptive manner, where the adversary can corrupt servers in S ` adaptively up until the
end of epoch `, i.e. while they are active.
Effect on prior epochs: We consider the effect of the adversary corrupting parties during epoch
` on prior epochs.
1. No retroactive effect: In this setting, the corruption of servers during epoch ` has no bearing
on any epoch j < `, i.e. the adversary does not learn any additional information about
epoch j at epoch `. This model can be achieved in two ways:
Erasure of states: If servers in S j erase their respective local states at the end of epoch
j, then even if the server were to participate in epoch ` (i.e. S j ∩ S ` 6= ∅), the adversary
would not gain any additional information.
Disjoint committees: If the sets of servers in each epoch are disjoint, by corrupting
servers in epoch `, the adversary cannot learn anything about prior epochs.
We note that for any protocol that is oblivious to the real identities of the servers (i.e. the
protocol doesn’t assume any prior state from the servers), the two methods of achieving no
retroactive effect, i.e. erasures and disjoint committees are equivalent. This follows from
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the fact that servers do not have to keep state in order to rejoin computation, and therefore
from the point of view of the protocol and for all purposes, are equivalent to new servers.
2. Retroactive effect: In this setting, the adversary is allowed limited information from prior
epochs. Specifically, when corrupting a server S ∈ S ` in epoch `, the adversary learns
private states of the server in all prior epochs (if the server has been in a committee
before). Therefore, the S is then assumed to have been (passively) corrupt in every epoch
j < `. In order to prevent the adversary from arbitrarily learning information about prior
epochs, the adversary is limited to corrupting servers in epoch ` as long as corrupting a
server S and its retroactive effect of considering S to be corrupted in all prior epochs does
not cross the corruption threshold in any epoch.
One could consider models with various combinations of the aforementioned aspects. We will
narrow further discussion to two models of the adversary:
Definition 2 (R-adaptive Adversary). We say that the adversary A is an R-adaptive adversary if A
can statically corrupt a set T of the clients (at the start of the protocol) and corrupt the servers in
an adaptive manner with retroactive effect. Specifically, in epoch `, the adversary A can adaptively
choose to corrupt a set of servers T ` ⊂ [n` ] from the set S ` , where T ` corresponds to a canonical
mapping based on the ordering of servers in S ` . On corrupting the server, A learns its entire past
state and can send messages on its behalf in epoch `. The set of servers that A can corrupt, and
its corresponding retroactive effect, will be determined by the corruption threshold τ specifying that
∀`, |T ` | < τ · n` .
Definition 3 (NR-adaptive Adversary). We say that the adversary A is an NR-adaptive adversary
if A can statically corrupt a set T of the clients (at the start of the protocol) and corrupt the servers
in an adaptive manner with no retroactive effect. The corruption process is similar to the case of
R-adaptive adversaries, except that the adversary can corrupt any server in epoch ` as long as the
number of corrupted servers in epoch ` are within the corruption threshold. As mentioned earlier,
any protocol that achieves security against such an adversary necessarily requires either (a) erasure
of state, or (b) disjoint committees.
While our security definition will be general, and encompass both adversarial models, we will
consider protocols in the model with R-adaptive adversary.
In the above discussions, we have considered corruptions only when servers are active. One could
also consider a seemingly stronger model where the adversary can corrupt servers when they are
offline, i.e. no longer active. We remark below that our model already captures offline corruption.
Remark 2 (Offline Corruption). If servers are offline once they are no longer active i.e. they are
not passively listening to protocol messages, then offline corruptions in the retroactive effect model
is the same as adaptive corruptions during (and until the end of ) the epoch due to the fact that
the server’s protocol state has not changed since the last time it was active. Going forward, since
honest parties do go offline when they are no longer active, we do not specify offline corruptions as
they are already captured by our model.
Remark 3 (Un-corrupting parties). It might be desirable to consider a model in which a server
is initially corrupted by the adversary, but then the adversary eventually decided to “un-corrupt”
that server, returning it to honest status. This kind of “mobile adversary” has been studied in some
prior works [GHM+ 17]. We note that this can be captured in our model by just having the adversary
“un-corrupt” a server by making that server leave the computation at the end of the epoch and rely
on the natural churn of the network to replace that server.
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−
Defining Security. We consider a network of m-clients and N -servers S and denote by (→
n =
(n1 , . . . , nE ), E) the partitioning of the servers into E tuples (corresponding to epochs) where the
`-th tuple has n` parties (corresponding to committee in the `-th epoch), i.e. S ` ⊂ S such that
∀` ∈ [E], |S ` | = n` .
Similar to the client-server setting, defined in [CDI05, DI05, DI06], only the m clients have
an input (and receive output), computing a function f : X1 × · · · × Xm → Y1 × · · · × Ym , where for
each i ∈ [m], Xi and Yi are the input and output domains of the i-th client.
We consider the most well studied security notion in the MPC literature called, security with
abort. The security of a protocol (with respect to a functionality f ) is defined by comparing the
real-world execution of the protocol with an ideal-world evaluation of f by a trusted party. More
concretely, it is required that for every adversary A, which attacks the real execution of the protocol,
there exist an adversary Sim, also referred to as a simulator, which can achieve the same effect in
−
the ideal-world. Let’s denote →
x = (x1 , . . . , xm ) where xi corresponds to the input of the i-th client.
−
In the real execution of the (→
n , E)-party protocol π for computing f proceeds with the clients
pre-processing their inputs and handing it off to the servers in S 1 . The protocol then proceeds in
epochs as described earlier in the presence of an adversary A. A at the start of the protocol chooses
a subset of clients T ⊂ [m] to corrupt. As discussed, the corruption of the clients is static, and thus
fixed for the duration of the protocol. The honest parties follow the instructions of π. Depending
on whether A is R-adaptive or NR-adaptive, A proceeds with adaptively corrupting servers, and
sending messages on their behalf.
−
The interaction of A with a protocol π defines a random variable REALπ,A,T (→
x ) whose value
is determined by the coin tosses of the adversary and the honest players. This random variable
contains (a) the output of the adversary (which may be an arbitrary function
 of its view); (b) the
outputs of the uncorrupted clients; and (c) list of all the corrupted servers T ` `∈[E] .
The ideal world execution is defined similarly to prior works. We formally define the ideal execution for the case of retroactive adaptive security, and the analogous definition for non-retroactive
adaptive security can be obtained by appropriate modifications. Roughly, in the ideal world execution, the participants have access to a trusted party who computes the desired functionality f .
The participants send their inputs to this trusted party who computes the function and returns the
output to the participants.
More formally, an ideal world execution for a function f with adversary Sim proceeds as follows:
– Clients send inputs to the trusted party: The clients send their inputs to the trusted party,
and we let x0i denote the value sent by client Ci . The adversary Sim sends inputs on behalf of
the corrupted clients.
– Corruption Phase of servers: The trusted party initializes ` = 1. Until Sim indicates the end
of the current phase (see below), the following steps are executed:
1. Trusted party sends ` to Sim and initializes an append-only list Corrupt` to be ∅.
2. Sim then sends pairs of the form (j, i) where j denotes epoch number and i denotes the index
of the corrupted server in epoch j ≤ `. Upon receiving this, the trusted party appends i to
the list Corruptj . This step can be repeated multiple times.
3. Sim sends continue to the trusted party, and the trusted party increments ` by 1.
Sim may also send an abort message to the trusted party in this phase in which case the trusted
party sends ⊥ to all honest clients and stops. Else, Sim sends next phase to the trusted party to
indicate the end of the current phase.
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The following steps are only executed if the Sim has not already sent an abort message to the
trusted.
– Trusted party sends output to the adversary: The trusted party computes f (x01 , . . . , x0m ) =
(y1 , . . . , ym ) and sends {yi }i∈T to the adversary Sim.
– Adversary instructs trust party to abort or continue: This is formalized by having the
adversary send either a continue or abort message to the trusted party. In the latter case, the
trusted party sends to each uncorrupted client Ci its output value yi . In the former case, the
trusted party sends the special symbol ⊥ to each uncorrupted client.
– Outputs: Sim outputs an arbitrary function of its view, and the honest parties output the values
obtained from the trusted party.
−
The interaction of Sim with the trusted party defines a random variable IDEALf,Sim,T (→
x ) containing the (a) output of the ideal adversary Sim; (b) output of the honest parties after an ideal
execution with the trusted party computing f where Sim has control over the adversary’s input to
f ; and (c) the lists Corrupt` ` of corrupted servers output by the trusted party. If Sim sends abort
in the corruption phase of the server, the trusted party outputs the lists that have been updated
until the point the abort message was received from Sim.
Having described the real and the ideal worlds, we now define security.
Definition 4. Let f : X1 × · · · × Xm → Y1 × · · · × Ym be a functionality and let π be a fluid
MPC protocol for computing f with m clients, N servers and E epochs. We say that π achieves
(τ, µ) retroactive adaptive security (resp. non-retroactive adaptive security) if for every probabilistic
R-adaptive (resp. NR-adaptive) adversary A in the real world controlling a subset of servers T ` ⊆ S ` ,
∀` ∈ [E] s.t. |T ` | < τ · n` and less than τ · m clients, there exists a probabilistic simulator Sim in
−
the ideal world such that for every input →
x ∈ X1 × · · · × Xm if holds that
−
−
SD (IDEALf,Sim,T (→
x ), REALπ,A,T (→
x )) ≤ µ
where SD(X, Y ) is the statistical distance between distributions X and Y .
When µ is a negligible function of some security parameter λ, we say that the protocol π is
τ -secure.
Remark 4. We note that the above definitions do not explicitly state whether the adversary behaves
in (a) a semi-honest manner, where the messages that it sends on behalf of the parties are computed
as per protocol specification; or (b) a malicious manner, where it can deviate from the protocol
specification. Our intention is to give a general definition independent of the type of adversary. In
the sequel, we shall appropriately prefix the adversary with semi-honest/malicious to indicate the
power of the adversary.
This Work. We summarize the fluid MPC model that we focus on in this work, in the definition
below.
Definition 5 (Maximally-Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive Security). We say that a Fluid MPC protocol
π is a Maximally-Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive Security if it additionally satisfies the following
properties:
– Fluidity: It has maximal fluidity.
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– Volunteer Based Sign-up Model: Committee for epoch ` + 1 is determined and known to
everyone at the start of the hand-off phase of epoch `. Each epoch can have variable committee
sizes, and the committees themselves can arbitrarily overlap. A server is only required to be
online during epochs where it is active.
– Malicious R-Adaptive Security: It achieves security as per Definition 4 against malicious
R-adaptive adversaries who can corrupt any minority (τ < 1/2) of clients and any minority
of servers in every committee in an epoch.
As we have just shown, there are many interesting, reasonable modeling choices that can be made
in the study of fluid MPC. While our specific model name may be heavy-handed, we want to ensure
that our modeling choices are clear throughout this work. Additionally, we hope to emphasize that
our work is an initial foray in the study of fluid MPC and much is to be done to fully understand
this setting.

3

Preliminaries

In this section we present some of the notations used for representing secret shares and give a
formal definition of layered circuits.

3.1

Threshold Secret Sharing

A t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme enables n parties to share as secret v ∈ F so that no subset of t
parties can learn any information about it, while any subset of t + 1 parties can reconstruct it. We
use Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [Sha79] in our protocols that supports the following procedures
(taken verbatim from [CGH+ 18]):
– share(v): In this procedure, a dealer shares a value v ∈ F as follows:
1. Set p0 = v and sample p1 , . . . , pt ←$ Ft .
2. Set p(z) = p0 + p1 z + p2 z 2 + . . . + pt z t .
3. For each i ∈ [n], set vi = p(i).
Each output share vi (for i ∈ [n]) is the share intended for party Pi . We denote the t-out-of-n
sharing of a value v by [v]. We use the notation [v]J to denote the shares held by a subset of
parties J ⊂ [n]. We stress that if the dealer is corrupted, then the shares received by the parties
may not be correct. Nevertheless, we abuse notation and say that the parties hold shares [v]
even if these are not correct.
– share(v, J, [v]J ): This procedure is similar to the previous procedure, except that here the shares
of a subset J of parties with |J| ≤ t are fixed in advance. Given the value v to be shared, let
p(z) = v + p1 z + p2 z 2 + . . . + pt z t be the polynomial used for secret sharing. Now given |J| shares,
we get the following system of equations:
∀i ∈ J, vi = v + p1 i + p2 i2 + . . . + pt it
This a system of |J| equations in t variables {p1 , . . . , pt } and can be easily solved using Gaussian
elimination. Finally, given the polynomial p(z) the shares of all other parties i ∈ [n] \ J is
vi = p(i).
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Remark. If |J| = t, then [v]J together with v fully determine all the shares v1 , . . . , vn . This also
means that any t + 1 shares fully determine all shares. (This follows since with t + 1 shares one
can always obtain v. However, for Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, this holds directly as well).
– reconstruct(J, [v]J ): Given the shares of a subset J of parties with |J| = t + 1, this procedure
reconstructs the value v consistent with these shares. Since shares in Shamir’s secret sharing
scheme correspond to points on a polynomial, we can use Lagrange Interpolation over a finite
field to reconstruct the value v. For a given set J, for each i ∈ J, the Lagrange coefficient ci is
defined as
Y −j
ci =
i−j
j∈J,j6=i
P
The value v can now be computed as v = i∈J ci · vi .
– open([v]): Given a sharing of v held by parties, this procedure guarantees that at the end of
the execution, if [v] is not correct, then all the honest parties will abort. Otherwise, if [v] is not
correct, then each party will output ⊥. This procedure works as follows:
– Sample any two subsets J1 ⊂ [n] and J2 ⊂ [n].
– Check if reconstruct(J1 , [v]J1 ) = reconstruct(J2 , [v]J2 ). If so, output reconstruct(J1 , [v]J1 ), else,
output ⊥.
Clearly, open can be run by any subset of t + 1 or more parties. If any subset of t + 1 parties run
this procedure, it always output a non-⊥ value.
– Operations: Given correct sharings [u] and [v] and a scalar α ∈ F, the parties can generate correct
t-out-of-n sharings [u + v], [α · v],[v + α] and 2t-out-of-n sharings hu · vi (where hu · vi denotes
the 2t-out-of-n sharing of u · v) using local operations only (i.e., without any interaction). We
denote these operations as follows:
– Addition: [u + v] = [u] + [v]
– Scalar Addition: [α + v] = α + [v]
– Scalar Multiplication: [α · v] = α · [v]
– Multiplication: hu · vi = [u] · [v].

3.2

Layered Circuits

We will design a protocol that works for any polynomial-sized arithmetic circuit with a specific
structure. In particular, we consider circuits that can be decomposed into well-defined layers such
that the output of gates on a layer ` are only used as input to the gates on layer ` + 1. We refer
to such circuits as layered circuits. Apart from the regular addition and multiplication gates, these
circuits can additionally have single input relay gates that implement the identity operation. We
start by giving a formal definition of layered circuits. Later we show that any arithmetic circuit
can be transformed into a layered circuit with the same depth and twice the width.
Definition 6 (Layered Circuits). An arithmetic circuit C over a field F with depth d and maximum
width w is said to be a layered circuit, if it satisfies the following properties:
– The circuit C can be decomposed into d distinct and well-defined layers/layers such that the gates
on layer ` ∈ [d] take only output wires coming from gates on layer ` − 1 as input.
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– layer ` = 0 is a special layer consisting of special gates called input gates. These gates have
in-degree 0. In some cases, we also allow these gates with in-degree 0 to be labeled as random
input gates. As the name suggests, random input gates output random values. The output of
gates in this layer act as inputs to the gates on layer ` = 1.
– The circuit consists of another special type of gates called output gates on layer ` = d + 1. These
gates have out-degree 0. The output of gates on layer ` = d are inputs to the output gates.
– Apart from the input and output gates, the circuit consists of the following types of gates:
– Addition Gates: These gates have arbitrary in-degreesPand out-degrees. Given inputs x1 , . . . , xq ∈
F on the respective input wires, addition gates output qi=1 xi on each of their output wires.
– Addition-by-Constant Gates: These gates have an in-degree of one and arbitrary outdegree. Given input x ∈ F, addition-by-constant gates output (x + c) on each of their output
wires, where c ∈ F is some constant hardwired in the gate.
– Multiplication Gates: These gates have in-degree two and arbitrary out-degrees. Given
inputs x, y ∈ F on the respective input wires, multiplication gates output x · y on each of their
output wires.
– Multiplication-by-Constant Gates: These gates have in-degree one and arbitrary outdegree. Given input x ∈ F, multiplication-by-constant gates output c · x on each of their output
wires, where c ∈ F is some constant hardwired in the gate.
– Relay Gates: Relay gates have in-degree one and arbitrary out-degree. These gates essentially
implement the identity function. Given input x ∈ F, they output x on each of their output
wires.
In the following lemma we show that any arithmetic circuit can be converted into a layered
circuit as defined above.
Lemma 1. Any arithmetic circuit C over a field F with depth d and width w can be transformed
into a layered circuit Clayered of depth d and maximum width 2w.
We give a proof sketch for this lemma in Appendix A

4

Roadmap to Our Results

In this work, we construct a Maximally-Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive Security (see Definition 5). In
this section, we outline the sequence of steps used for obtaining this result.
1. In Section 5, we adapt the additive attack paradigm of [GIP+ 14] to the fluid MPC setting. In
particular, we start by formally defining a class of secret sharing based fluid MPC protocols,
called “linear-based fluid MPC protocols”. We then focus on “weakly private” linear-based
fluid MPC protocols, which are semi-honest protocols that additionally achieve a weak notion of privacy against a malicious R-adaptive (see Definition 2) adversary. We show that
such weakly private protocols are also secure against a malicious R-adaptive adversary up to
“additive attacks”.
2. In Section 6, we present a general compiler that can transform any linear based fluid MPC
protocol that is secure against a malicious R-adaptive adversary up to additive attacks, into
a protocol that achieves security with abort against a malicious R-adaptive adversary. Our
resulting protocol only incurs a constant multiplicative overhead in the communication complexity of the original protocol and also preserves its fluidity.
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3. In Section 7, we adapt the semi-honest BGW [BGW88] protocol to the fluid MPC setting and
show that this protocol is both linear-based and weakly private against a malicious R-adaptive
adversary, and achieves maximal fluidity.
By using the result in Section 5, we establish that the linear-based weakly private protocol described
in Section 7 is also secure against a malicious R-adaptive adversary up to additive attacks. Finally,
compiling this protocol using the compiler from Section 6, we obtain a maximally fluid MPC
protocol secure against malicious R-adaptive adversaries. In Section 8, we implement and evaluate
this protocol in various network settings.
Notations. From this section onwards, unless specified otherwise, we denote a fluid MPC protocol
that satisfies all the properties listed in Definition 5 except that it may or may not be maximally
fluid as a Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive Security and as a Fluid MPC, if the corruption model is also
unspecified.

5

Additive Attack Paradigm in Fluid MPC

In this section, we formalize the notion of “linear-based” Fluid MPC protocols. Linear-based protocols are a special class of MPC protocols that rely on threshold secret sharing and satisfy some
additional structural properties. This notion was previously studied in [GIP+ 14], we generalize it
to the Fluid MPC5 setting. We discuss these structural properties in more detail in Section 5.1.
We analyze the security of linear-based Fluid MPC protocols against malicious R-adaptive adversaries, w.r.t. two security notions (1) weak privacy and (2) security up to additive attacks. We
start by recalling these security notions as defined in [GIP+ 14].
– A protocol is said achieve weak privacy against a malicious adversary, if its “truncated” view
(i.e., its view excluding the last communication round) in the real execution can be simulated
by a simulator in the ideal world, who does not query the trusted functionality on the inputs
of the corrupt parties.
– A protocol is said to be secure against a malicious adversary up to additive attacks, if any
malicious strategy of the adversary in the protocol is equivalent to injecting arbitrary additive
values on each intermediate wire of the circuit (representing the functionality that the MPC
computes). More importantly, these additive values are independent of the inputs of the
honest parties. Intuitively, this means that in such a protocol, the privacy of the honest
parties’ inputs is ensured, but the correctness of output is not guaranteed.
We consider weak privacy in the presence of malicious R-adaptive adversaries6 and show that a
weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol is secure against a malicious R-adaptive adversary
up to additive attacks. This corresponds to adapting the proof from [GIP+ 14] to the fluid MPC
setting. The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we define linear-based
Fluid MPC protocols and in Section 5.2 we formally define weak privacy and security up to additive
attacks and establish the above relation between these notions.
5

As mentioned in the previous section, we emphasize on the use of a different font for the term Fluid MPC. This is
because, we define linear-based protocols for a restricted class of fluid MPC protocols that satisfy all the properties
listed in Definition 5, except that they may or may not be maximally fluid and are not restricted to any corruption
model. We do not restrict ourselves to any corruption model for this definition since it only captures the structural
properties of a protocol.
6
In order to adapt the notion of weak privacy in the Fluid MPC setting, we consider a slightly modified variant of
this definition, which we discuss in Section 5.2
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5.1

Linear-Based Fluid MPC Protocols

We start by giving an overview of linear-based MPC protocols as defined in [GIP+ 14] and then
discuss how we extend this concept to the Fluid MPC setting. A linear protocol satisfies two main
properties7 :
– Messages: Each message exchanged by the parties in a linear protocol is either computed as an
arbitrary function of their main inputs or as a linear combination of their incoming messages.
– Output: The output of each party in a linear protocol is computed as a linear combination of
its incoming messages.
We now describe the structure of a linear-based protocol w.r.t. linear protocols. At a high
level, the parties in a linear-based MPC protocol collectively evaluate the circuit (representing the
functionality that they wish to compute) in a gate-by-gate manner on the secret shared inputs of
all parties. Each of these inputs is secret shared at the beginning of the protocol using a linear
protocol and the shares correspond to those of a threshold secret sharing scheme. The parties
evaluate each gate on the secret shared values using a linear protocol. The output of the parties
in this linear protocol is a secret sharing of values on the outgoing wires of that gate. At the end,
each party holds a share of the output, which they then reveal to each other and reconstruct the
output.
In the context of Fluid MPC, we define linear protocols w.r.t. two sets of parties, where only
the first set has inputs and only the second set gets the output. In addition to satisfying all of
the properties discussed earlier, we impose a structural requirement. In the Fluid MPC setting, we
require that a linear protocol be divided into three main phases: (1) computation phase, where only
the parties in the first set communicate within themselves, (2) the hand-off phase, where both sets
of parties communicate with each other and (3) the output phase, where the parties in the second
set locally compute their output.
In order to adapt the definition of a linear-based protocol in the Fluid MPC setting, we require
the parties to necessarily operate on a layered circuit (see Definition 6). Similar to any fluid MPC
protocol, a linear-based Fluid MPC is also divided into an input stage, execution stage and an
output stage. In the input stage, the clients and the servers in the first committee participate in a
linear protocol that allows the clients to secret share their inputs with the first committee. In the
execution stage, each committee is responsible for evaluating one layer of the circuit. For each gate
in layer ` of the circuit, committee S ` and S `+1 engage in a linear protocol, where the servers in S `
evaluate the gate and hand-off the shares of its output to the servers in S `+1 . The last committee
S d hands-off the shares of the output gates (gates on the last layer) to the clients. The clients
reveal the shares that they receive to all the other clients in the output stage and reconstruct the
output. As a result, the number of committees (and hence the number of epochs) in a linear-based
Fluid MPC is equal to the depth of the layered circuit.
Next, we formally define a linear and linear-based Fluid MPC protocol.
Definition 7 (Linear Protocol). An (n1 + n2 )-party protocol Π is said to be a linear protocol,
over some finite field F if Π consists of communication amongst the parties in [1, n1 ] (called the
computation phase), followed by a hand-off phase, where the parties in [1, n1 ] communicate with the
parties in [n1 + 1, n1 + n2 ], followed a non-interactive output phase and has the following properties:
7
In [GIP+ 14], the authors consider two different kinds of inputs in a linear protocol-namely the main inputs of the
parties and their auxiliary inputs. In our setting, it suffices for us to consider a simplified version of their definition,
where the parties do not have any auxiliary inputs.
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1. Inputs. The input of every party Pi , for i ∈ [1, n1 ], is a vector of field elements. Parties in
[n1 + 1, n1 + n2 ] have no inputs.
2. Messages. Each message in Π is a vector of field elements. We require that every message
→
−
m of Π, sent by the parties belongs to one of the following categories:
−
(a) →
m is some fixed arbitrary function of Pi ’s inputs.
−
(b) every entry m of →
m is generated as some fixed linear combination of elements of previous
j

messages received by Pi .
3. Outputs. The output of every party Pi , for i ∈ [n1 + 1, n1 + n2 ], is a linear function of its
incoming messages. The parties in [1, n1 ] do not have any output.
Remark. A linear protocol is said to have maximal fluidity if there is no communication amongst
the parties in [1, n1 ] and the handoff phase consists of a single round of communication where the
parties in [1, n1 ] send messages to the parties in [n1 + 1, n1 + n2 ].
As observed in [GIP+ 14], the output function can be described as a linear function as follows.
Definition 8 (Output function of a linear protocol). Let π be a linear protocol for computing a
−
functionality f and let T ⊂ [n1 + 1, n1 + n2 ] be a subset of parties. Let →
x be the input to π and
let minp,T be the messages of type 2a in Definition 7 sent by parties in T to themselves during an
−
honest execution of π on →
x . In addition, let mT →T be the messages of type 2b sent by the parties
in T = [n1 + 1, n1 + n2 ] \ T to the parties in T during an honest execution of π. We say that a
−
function outT is the output function of T in π if for any input →
x it holds that

−
outT minp,T mT →T = fT (→
x)
where fT is the restriction of f to the outputs of the parties in T .
The following claim is restated from [GIP+ 14].
Claim 1. Let π be a linear protocol and let T be a set of parties. In addition let outT be the output
function of T in π. Then for any m1 , m2 , m01 , m02 it holds that

outT m1 + m01 , m2 + m02 =

outT (m1 , m2 ) + outT m01 , m02
We now define the notion of a linear based Fluid MPC protocol. For simplicity, we assume that
all clients get the same output.
Parties: The protocol is executed by the following sets of parties:
– Clients: C := {C1 , . . . , Cm }
– Servers: For each ` ∈ [d], S ` := {S`1 , . . . , S`n` }, where d is the depth of the circuit representing
the functionality that the clients wish to compute. There may or may not be an overlap
between these sets of servers.
Definition 9 (Linear-based Fluid MPC protocol). Let (share, reconstruct) be the functions associated
−
with a threshold secret sharing scheme (section 3.1). A m-client →
n -sever Fluid
m MPCoutprotocol Π for
computing a single output, m-client layered circuit (see Section 3.2) C : Fin
→ F , where t out
of m ≥ 2t + 1 clients maybe corrupt, out is the output length and in is the length of each client’s
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input and where d is the depth of C, is said to be linear-based with respect to the threshold secret
sharing scheme if Π has the following structure:
Input Stage. All the clients C and the servers S 1 participate in a linear protocol πinput , where for
every input gate Gi , some client Cj has input xi . At the end of the protocol, each server in S 1 holds
a share for each input gate Gi . Simultaneously, the clients C and the servers S 1 also participate in
a linear protocol πrand for every random input gate Grk .
Execution Stage. The protocol Π proceeds in stages. In each stage `, all gates in level ` of the
circuit are evaluated. The gates G`k themselves in the level are evaluated in parallel, and at the end
of the stage, the servers in S `+1 hold a sharing of the output of each G`k . For notational convenience
d+1 = C.
we denote by Gc gates of the form G`w and by Ga and Gb gates of the form G`−1
w . We set S
The evaluation of the gates are done in the following manner
1. addition gate. For every addition gate Gc in C with inputs Ga and Gb , Π evaluates Gc
by having the servers in S ` sum its shares corresponding to the outputs of Ga and Gb . The
servers in S ` and S `+1 then participate in a linear protocol πtrans where the inputs of the
servers in S ` are the shares computed above.
2. addition by constant gate. For every addition by constant gate Gc in C with inputs Ga
and constant b, Π evaluates Gc by having the servers in S ` sum its shares corresponding to
the outputs of Ga and b. The servers in S ` and S `+1 then participate in a linear protocol
πtrans where the inputs of the servers in S ` are the shares computed above.
3. multiplication by constant gate. For every multiplication by constant gate Gc in C with
inputs Ga and constant b, Π evaluates Gc by having the servers in S ` multiply its shares
corresponding to the outputs of Ga with b. The servers in S ` and S `+1 then participate in a
linear protocol πtrans where the inputs of the servers in S ` are the shares computed above.
4. multiplication gate. For every multiplication gate Gc in C with inputs Ga and Gb , the
servers in S ` and S `+1 participate in a linear protocol πmult where the inputs of the servers
in S ` are the shares of Ga and Gb .
5. relay gate. For every relay gate Gc in C with input Ga , Π evaluate Gc by considering the
corresponding share of Ga . The servers in S ` and S `+1 then participate in a linear protocol
πtrans where the inputs of the servers in S ` are the shares computed above.
Output Stage. The output recovery phase is done as follows. For each output gate of C, the first
t + 1 clients send their corresponding shares to all other parties, and all the parties in turn recover
each output of C using reconstruct.
Note in the last epoch of the execution stage S d+1 = C. Therefore, at the end of the execution
stage every client in has a share of the output wires. It’s obvious from the description, but is used
in the malicious compiler.
Remark. As defined above, each epoch in the execution stage comprises of multiple parallel
executions of various linear protocols and each linear protocol consists of a computation phase, a
hand-off phase and an output phase. The computation phases of each of the linear protocols in a
given epoch are part of the computation phase of that epoch. The hand-off phases of each of these
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linear protocols together constitute the hand-off phase of that epoch. And the output phases of the
linear protocols of a given epoch can be combined with computation phase of the next epoch. A
linear-based Fluid MPC protocol is said to have maximal fluidity if it only comprises of maximally
fluid linear protocols.

5.2

Weak Privacy and Security up to Additive Attacks

We now formalize the notion of weak privacy against malicious R-adaptive adversaries. As discussed
earlier, a protocol is said to be weakly private if its truncated view in the real execution can be
simulated by a simulator in the ideal world. When considering weak privacy in the Fluid MPC
setting against a malicious R-adaptive adversary, we must also keep track of the list of all the
corrupted servers in each epoch (similar to the security definition in Section 2.1). Therefore, we
consider the following modified variant of the above definition.
Definition 10 (Weak Privacy). Let π be a Fluid MPC protocol (with E epochs) for computing a
functionality f , and let A be a malicious R-adaptive adversary, who corrupts a subset T ⊂ [m] of
−
(→
x)
the clients and a subset T ` ⊂ [n` ] of the servers in each epoch ` servers. Denote by viewπ,trunc
A
−
8
the view of A excluding the last communication round during a real execution of π on inputs →
x.
We say that π is weakly-private against A if there exists a simulator Sim such that,
 


→
−
→
−
`
`
(
x
),
{T
}
≡
Sim(
x
),
{corrupt
}
viewπ,trunc
T
`∈[E]
`∈[E]
A
where Sim gets the following “limited” communication access to the trusted party: The trusted party
initializes ` = 1. Until Sim indicates the end of the execution stage, the following steps are executed:
1. Trusted party sends ` to Sim and initializes an append-only list Corrupt` to be ∅.
2. Sim then sends pairs of the form (j, i) where j denotes epoch number and i denotes the index
of the corrupted server in epoch j ≤ `. Upon receiving this, the trusted party appends i to the
list Corruptj . This step can be repeated multiple times.
3. Sim sends continue to the trusted party, and the trusted party increments ` by 1.
Sim can also send an abort message to the trusted party in which case the trusted party outputs
the lists that have been updated until the point the abort message was received. Else, Sim sends
next phase to the trusted party to indicate the end of the execution stage, and hence the end of
the corruption phase of servers. In this case, the ideal functionality outputs the final version of
{corrupt` }`∈[E] . Notice that Sim can only update the trusted functionality f with the list of corrupt
servers and cannot make any other queries to the trusted functionality regarding the output of f .
We now proceed to formalize the notion of additive attacks.
Additive Attack. Let C be a circuit. An additive attack A on C assigns a field element to every
intermediate wire as well as to the outputs of C. We use Aa,b to denote the attack restricted to
wire (a, b), where a and b denote gates. Similarly we use Aout to denote the restriction of A to the
outputs of C. An additive attack changes the computation performed by circuit C in the following
manner. For every wire (a, b) in C, the value Aa,b is added to the output of a before it enters the
input of b. Similarly the value Aout is added to the outputs of C.
8

We emphasize that we are talking about the the last round and not the last epoch here. In any Fluid MPC
protocol, this will generally correspond to the last round of the output stage. In other words, this truncated view
includes the view of the adversary in the input stage, execution stage (all E epochs) and all but the last round of the
output stage.
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m
Definition 11 (Additively Corruptible Version of a Circuit). Let C : Fin
→ Fout be an m-party
circuit containing ω wires.
define the additively corruptible version of C to be the m-party
m We
−
functionality feC : Fin
× Fω → Fout that apart from the inputs →
x , takes additional input A
from the adversary specifying an additive attack for every wire of C, and outputs the result of the
additively corrupted C as specified by the additive attack A.
With the appropriate definitions in place, we can now restate the appropriately modified theorem from [GIP+ 14] in the context of our setting.
Theorem
Π be a Fluid MPC protocol computing a (possibly randomized) m-client circuit
m 1. Let
C : Fin
→ Fout using N servers that is a linear-based Fluid MPC with respect to a t-out-of-n
secret sharing scheme, and is weakly-private against malicious R-adaptive adversaries controlling
at most t` < n` /2 servers in committee S` (for each ` ∈ [d]) and t < m/2 clients, where d is the
depth of the circuit C and n` are the number of servers in epoch `. Then, Π is a 1/2-Fluid MPC
with R-Adaptive Security with d epochs for computing the additively corruptible version feC of C.
The proof extends identically as in [GIP+ 14], and we provide a description of the simulator in
Appendix C for completeness.

6

Malicious Security Compiler for Fluid MPC

In this section, we describe a generic compiler that can compile any linear-based Fluid MPC protocol
that is secure up to additive attacks against a malicious R-adaptive adversary into one that achieves
security with abort against R-adaptive adversaries (Definition 4) in the fluid MPC setting. Our
compiler achieves two main properties: (1) it preserves the fluidity of the underlying protocol
and (2) only incurs a constant multiplicative overhead in the communication complexity of the
underlying protocol. We discuss these properties in detail in the upcoming subsections.
As discussed in Section 1.1, in order to go from security up to additive attacks to security with
abort against malicious adversaries, we require the parties to compute a MAC of each individual
wire value and incrementally compute two random linear combinations: (1) one using the actual
values induced on the intermediate wires of the circuit during evaluation and (2) the other one
using the MAC values corresponding to these wire values. Finally, correctness of the computation
is verified by performing a check on the two linear combinations. For designing a generic compiler
that implements this idea, we proceed in two main steps.
1. In the first step (Section 6.1), given a layered arithmetic circuit C, we augment it to obtain a
robust circuit C̃, that additionally computes these MAC values and the two linear combinations.
2. Then, in the second step (Section 6.2), we run the underlying protocol (say Π) that is secure up
to additive attacks on this robust circuit C̃. Before executing the output stage of Π, the clients
first check if the computation was done honestly by comparing the two linear combinations.
They proceed to the output stage of Π only if this check succeeds.
From the previous section, we know that any weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC is secure
against a malicious R-adaptive adversary up to additive attacks. Hence, for the remainder of this
section, we refer to the underlying linear-based Fluid MPC as being weakly private or being secure
against a malicious R-adaptive adversary, interchangeably. For simplicity, throughout this section,
we assume that the number of clients and number of servers in each committee are n. While in
most places it is easy to see how the protocol can be extended to support committees of different
sizes, we add additional remarks wherever necessary. We also assume (w.l.o.g.) that all parties get
the same output.
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6.1

Robust Circuit

In this section, we describe the first step towards building our malicious security compiler, i.e.,
transforming a layered circuit C into a robust circuit C̃. We transform C in such a way, that the
resulting circuit C̃ computes the two linear combinations (mentioned above) incrementally. Recall
that this incremental computation is necessary in order to prevent the size of the circuit from
blowing up. As a result, our transformation only incurs a constant (multiplicative) overhead in the
size of the original circuit C. Another property of our transformation is that the resulting protocol
is also a layered circuit.9
We start by formally defining a robust circuit.
Definition 12 (Robust Circuit). Given a layered arithmetic circuit C for functionality f of depth
d and maximum width w, the robust circuit C̃ corresponding to C, that realizes a functionality f˜
that computes the following:
−
−
−
1. Original Output: Compute →
z = C(→
x ) on the given set of inputs →
x.
2. Random Values: Sample random values r ∈ F, β ∈ F and α1 , . . . , αw ∈ Fw .
3. Linear Combinations: Computes the following linear combinations
!
!
d
w
d
w
X
X
X
X
αil (rzkl )
and v =
αkl zkl
u=
l=0

l=0

k=1

k=1

where zk` corresponds to the output of gate G`k (k th gate on level `), αk0 = αk and for ` > 0
αk` = αk`−1 β = αk (β)`
−
4. Final Output: Output →
z , r, u, v.
We now show how any layered circuit can be transformed into a robust circuit with constant
overhead in size.
Lemma 2. Any layered arithmetic circuit C for functionality f with depth d and maximum width
w, can be transformed into a randomized layered robust circuit C̃ for functionality f˜ (as defined in
12) of depth d + 1 and maximum width 4w + 4.
Proof. The transformation proceeds as follows:
1. Add w + 2 random input gates for r, α1 , . . . , αw , β ∈ F on level ` = 0.
2. Add n multiplication gates on level 1 to multiply each of the input values {xi }i∈[n] with the
random input r.
3. All the gates in on level ` > 0 in the original circuit C, are now on level ` + 1. Add relay gates
on level ` = 1 to connect the input gates with the gates on level ` = 2 (note that these gates
were originally on level ` = 1).
4. Now for each layer ` ∈ {2, . . . , d + 1}, do the following:
9

This property is necessary for the second step in our compiler and reason behind it will become clear in Section

6.2.
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– For each gate G`k (for k ∈ [w]), do the following:
– If G`k is an addition gate: Let G`k take as input a set of values {zi`−1 }i∈Q from the
previous layer, add another addition gate on layer ` with a similar in-degree that takes as
input values {rzi`−1 }i∈Q .
– If G`k is a multiplication gate: Let G`k take as input values zi`−1 , zj`−1 from the previous
layer, add another multiplication gate on layer ` that takes as input values rzi`−1 and zj`−1 .
– If G`k is a multiplication-by-constant gate: Let G`k take as input value zi`−1 from the
previous layer, add another multiplication-by-constant gate on layer ` that takes as input
value rzi`−1 .
– If G`k is an addition-by-constant gate: Let G`k take as input value zi`−1 from the previous
layer and has a value c hard-wired in it, add a multiplication-by-constant gate on level ` − 1
that has the value c hardwired in it and takes as input r. Add another addition gate on
layer ` that takes as input value rzi`−1 and the output of the new multiplication-by-constant
gate on level ` − 1.
– If G`k is a relay gate: Let G`k take as input zi`−1 from the previous layer, add another
relay gate on layer ` with a similar in-degree that takes as input values rzi`−1 .
– Add 3w multiplication gates where the first w gates are used for multiplying αk`−1 with β to
output αk` , The next set of w gates are used for multiplying αk`−1 with zk`−1 and the last set
of w gates are used for multiplying αk`−1 with rzk`−1 .
– If ` > 2, add 2 addition gates to add u`−2 , {αk`−2 zk`−2 }k∈[w] to get u`−1 and v `−2 , {αk`−2 rzk`−2 }k∈[w]
to get v `−1 respectively (assuming u0 = 0 and v 0 = 0).
– Add 2 relay gates to relay r, β to the next level respectively.
5. At the end the circuit outputs the actual output z of C along with r, u = ud and v = v d .

6.2

Maliciously Secure Fluid MPC

In this section, we describe the final step towards building our compiler. Our malicious security
compiler, works by running the weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol (say Π) on a robust
circuit C̃ (as defined earlier). In the output stage, the clients first check if the computation was
done honestly by comparing the linear combinations (computed in the robust circuit). If this
check succeeds, the clients reveal the shares of the “actual” outputs and reconstruct the output.
Incorporating this additional check to verify correctness of output, bootstraps the security of the
underlying protocol to security with abort against malicious R-adaptive adversaries (as defined in
definition 4).
It is easy to see that since the execution stage of the weakly private protocol is executed as is
(albeit on a different circuit), the resulting protocol achieves the same fluidity as the underlying
protocol. Moreover, since the size of the robust circuit on which this underlying protocol is executed
is only a constant times bigger than the original layered circuit, our compiler only incurs a constant
multiplicative overhead in the communication complexity of the servers.
6.2.1

Checking Equality to Zero

We first discuss a functionality described in Chida et.al [CGH+ 18], that enables a set of parties to
check whether the shares held by the parties correspond to a valid sharing of the value 0, without
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revealing any further information on the shared value. Looking ahead, this functionality will be
used in our compiled protocol for the verification check at the end. For the sake of completeness
we describe this functionality in figure 4. We refer the reader to [CGH+ 18] for the description of
the protocol that securely realizes this functionality.

The functionality fcheckZero (C := {C1 , . . . , Cn })
The n-party functionality fcheckZero , running with clients {C1 , . . . , Cn } and the ideal adversary Sim receives [v]H from the honest clients and uses them to compute v.
– If v = 0, then fcheckZero sends 0 to the ideal adversary Sim. If Sim responds with reject
(resp., accept), then fcheckZero sends reject (resp., accept) to the honest parties.
– If v 6= 0, then fcheckZero procees as follows:
– With probability

1
|F|

it sends accept to the honest clients and ideal adversary Sim.

– With probability 1 −
Sim.

1
|F|

it sends reject to the honest clients and ideal adversary

Figure 4: Functionality for checking equality to zero
Lemma 3. [CGH+ 18] There exists a protocol that securely realizes fcheckZero with abort in the
presence of static malicious adversaries who control t < n/2 parties.
Looking ahead, this sub-protocol will be run by the clients in the output stage. We note that it
suffices for the protocol realizing fcheckZero to be secure against a static malicious adversary because
an R-adaptive adversary only statically corrupts the clients.
6.2.2

Compiled Protocol

Finally, we describe a Fluid MPC protocol that achieves security with abort against an R-adaptive
adversary that can corrupt t < n/2 clients and t < n/2 servers in each committee in the fcheckZero hybrid model.
Auxiliary Inputs: A finite field F and a layered robust arithmetic circuit C̃ (corresponding to C)
of depth d and width w over F that computes the function f˜ on inputs of length n.
Parties: The protocol is executed by the following sets of parties: (1) Clients: C := {C1 , . . . , Cn }
and (2) Servers: For each ` ∈ [d], S ` := {S`1 , . . . , S`n }, where d is the depth of the circuit C̃.
Inputs: For each j ∈ [n], client Cj holds input xi ∈ F. All other other parties have no input.
Protocol: Let Π be a weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol. The clients and servers
execute the input and execution stage of protocol Π for circuit C̃. Let [z], [r], [u], [v] be the
shares obtained by the clients at the end of the execution stage. The output stage is modified
as follows:
– The clients locally compute: [T ] = [v] − [r] · [u]
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– They invoke fcheckZero on [T ]. If fcheckZero outputs reject, the clients output ⊥. Else, if it
outputs accept, the clients run the output stage reveal their shares of z.
Output: All clients then locally run open([z]) to learn the output.
This completes the description of our compiled maliciously secure protocol. We now proceed to
analyze its concrete efficiency.
Concrete Efficiency. Let Wexec (n`−1 , w, n` ) be the total communication/computation complexity
of epoch ` in the weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol, where n`−1 (and n` , resp.) is the
size of the committee in epoch ` − 1 (and `, resp.) and w is the maximum width of the layered
circuit C representing the functionality f . In the above transformation, the layered circuit C of
depth d, and width w transformed into a robust layered circuit of depth d + 1 and width 4w + 4.
Running the weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol on this robust circuit, yields the total
communication and computation complexity of Wexec (n`−1 , (4w + 4), n` ) in epoch `.
We give a proof of the following theorem in Appendix B.
m
Theorem 2. Let C : Fin
→ Fout be a (possibly randomized) m-client circuit. Let C̃ be the robust
circuit corresponding to C (see Definition 6). Let Π be a Fluid MPC protocol computing C̃ using
N servers that is a linear-based Fluid MPC with respect to a t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme, and
is weakly-private against malicious R-adaptive adversaries controlling at most t` < n` /2 servers in
committee S` (for each ` ∈ [d + 1]) and t < m/2 clients, where d is the depth of the circuit C and n`
is the number of servers in epoch `. Then, the above protocol is a 1/2-Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive
Security with d + 1 epochs for computing C. Moreover, this protocol preserves the fluidity of Π and
only adds a constant multiplicative overhead to the communication complexity of Π.

7

Weakly Private Fluid MPC

In this section, we describe a linear-based Fluid MPC that achieves weak privacy against malicious
R-adaptive adversaries. This is an adaptation of the semi-honest BGW [BGW88] protocol in the
fluid MPC setting. For simplicity, throughout this section, we assume that the number of clients
and number of servers in each committee are n. While in most places it is easy to see how the
protocol can be extended to support committees of different sizes, we add additional remarks
wherever necessary.

7.1

Linear Protocols

In this section, we discuss the sub-protocols that are used in our protocol. Each of these subprotocols is a linear protocol (see Definition 7). Instantiating the protocol from Definition 9 with
these sub-protocols, we get our weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol. Each of these
linear protocols is described between parties: P 1 = {P11 , . . . , Pn1 } and P 2 = {P12 , . . . , Pn2 }.
Linear Protocol for πrand . This protocol outputs honestly computed shares of random values
or ⊥. Parties in P 1 sample random values and secret share them amongst the parties in P 2 .
The parties in P 2 compute a sum of these shares to obtain shares of a random value. A formal
description of the protocol is given in Figure 5.
Linear Protocol for πinput . This is a simple input sharing protocol where in the computation
phase, the parties in P 1 computes secret shares of their inputs and send them to the parties in P 2
during the hand-off phase.
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Protocol πrand
Inputs: The parties do not have any inputs.
Protocol: The parties proceed as follows:
– Computation Phase: Each party {Pi1 } (for i ∈ [n]) chooses a random element ui ∈ F.
It runs share(ui ) to receive shares {ui,j }j∈[n] .
– Hand-off Phase: For each i, j ∈ [n], Pi1 sends ui,j to party Pj2 .
– Output Phase: Given shares ([u1 ], . . . [un ]), the parties in P 2 compute and output
X
[ui ]
[r] =
i∈[n]

Figure 5: Protocol πrand
Linear Protocol for πmult . This is the multiplication protocol used in BGW [BGW88] adapted
to our setting, where the input sharings [x], [y] are held by the parties in P 1 who want to securely
compute and send shares [x · y] to the parties in P 2 . A formal description of this protocol is given
in Figure 6. Note that in this protocol, the parties in P 1 (and the ones in P 2 ) do not communicate
amongst themselves, their is only one round of interaction where all the parties in P 1 send messages
to all the parties in P 2 .

Protocol πmult
Inputs: The parties in P 1 hold shares [x], [y].
Protocol: The parties proceed as follows:
– Computation Phase: The parties in P 1 locally compute hx · yi = [x] · [y]. Let xyi
be the resulting share held by Pi1 . Each Pi1 (for i ∈ [n]) runs share(xyi ) on their share
xyi to receive shares {xyi,j }j∈[n] .
– Handoff Phase: For each i, j ∈ [n], Pi1 sends xyi,j to party Pj2 .
P
– Output Phase: Parties in P 2 locally compute and output [x · y] = i∈[2t+1] ci · [xyi ],
where each ci is the Lagrange reconstruction coefficient for a degree 2t polynomial.

Figure 6: Protocol πmult
Linear Protocol for πtrans . This is a protocol for secure transfer, where the parties in P 1 hold
shares of a value x and wish to securely re-share it amongst the parties in P 2 . A formal description
of this protocol is given in Figure 7.
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Protocol πtrans
Inputs: The parties in P 1 hold shares [x].
Protocol: The parties proceed as follows:
– Computation Phase: Each Pi1 (for i ∈ [n]) runs share(xi ) on their share xi to receive
shares {xi,j }j∈[n] .
– Hand-off Phase: For each i, j ∈ [n], Pi1 sends xi,j to party Pj2 .
P
– Output Phase: Parties in P 2 locally compute and output [x] = i∈[t+1] ci ·[xi ], where
each ci is the Lagrange reconstruction coefficient for a degree t polynomial.

Figure 7: Protocol πtrans

7.2

Proof of Weak Privacy

In this section, we show that the linear-based Fluid MPC protocol described in Definition 9, when
−
instantiated with the sub protocols in Sections 7.1 for n clients and →
n servers achieves weak privacy
(see Definition 10) against a malicious R-adaptive adversary controlling at most t < n/2 servers in
each epoch and at most t < n/2 clients. This protocol achieves maximal fluidity.
Lemma 4. Let f be an n-input functionality and C be a layered arithmetic circuit representing f .
Let n, t be positive integers such that n ≥ 2t + 1. The protocol defined in Definition 9 instantiated
with linear protocols from Section 7.1 is weakly private against a malicious R-adaptive adversary
controlling at most t servers in each epoch and at most t clients,
Proof. We begin by describing the simulator.
Simulator. Until the end of the computation phase of the first layer of the circuit, as and when
the adversary corrupts these servers, for each newly corrupted server Si1 , the simulator sends (1, i)
to the trusted functionality and does the following:
– Input gates: For each input gate Gj held by an honest client Cj , it samples a random share
0 on behalf of that honest client and sends to the adversary.
zj,i
– Random input gates: For each random input gate Grk , the simulator samples a random
share uk,j,i on behalf of each honest client Cj and sends them to the adversary.
Execution Stage: For each epoch (` ∈ [d]), the simulator does the following. Since the servers are
allowed to volunteer in as many epochs as they want, let Ŝ `+1 , where |Ŝ `+1 | ≤ t be corrupt servers
in S `+1 that the adversary had already corrupted in some prior epoch that they were part of (we
will call them pre-corrupted in the context of this epoch). In addition to these, the adversary is
also allowed to adaptively corrupt more servers in S `+1 from the beginning of the hand-off phase
of epoch `, until the end of the computation phase of epoch ` + 1 as long as the total number of
corruptions do not exceed t in the current or any prior epoch (we will call them newly corrupted in
the context of this epoch). The simulator sends continue to the trusted functionality and proceeds
as follows:
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Configuration
Net Config Width
LAN
100
LAN
1000
WAN
150
WAN
1500

3
0.389
2.441
184.891
186.823

4
0.458
3.180
183.335
187.683

5
0.516
3.577
184.149
189.532

Number of Parties
6
7
8
0.550
0.686
0.758
3.822
5.099
5.605
183.643 185.319 186.131
189.905 195.937 192.087

9
0.990
6.683
186.243
195.443

10
1.036
7.294
185.871
200.885

20
3.171
22.939
370.906
1842.295

Figure 8: Computation time, in milliseconds, per layer of the circuit. In WAN deployment, the
communication time significantly dominates the time spent computing the gates. Note that the increase between 10 and 20 players is dramatic, as there are insufficient threads available on C4.large’s
for all parties to sync simultaneously.
– Corruption within the epoch: For each pre-corrupted and newly corrupted server S`+1
i ,
it sends (` + 1, i) to the trusted functionality. For each gate G`k (for k ∈ [w]), the simulator
`
samples a random share zk,i,j
, on behalf of each honest server in the set S`j and sends them
to the adversary.
– Handling Retroactive effect: For each newly corrupted server S`+1
i , if it was part of the
execution phase in any prior epoch, then the simulator does the following. It sends (`0 , i0 ) to
the trusted functionality. For each `0 < ` + 1 that S`+1
was a part of, let i0 be its assigned
i
`0 and
position in that epoch. For each k ∈ [w], the simulator samples a random value zk,i
0
0
`
computes an honest t-out-of-n secret sharing [zk,i0 ] of this value that is consistent with the
`0
shares {zk,i
0 ,j }j∈Adv∩S `0 +1 sent by the simulator on behalf of this party to the corrupt parties
in epoch `0 . It sends this value along with all the n shares to the adversary.
If at any point during the execution phase, the adversary aborts, then the simulator sends abort to
the trusted functionality.
Indistinguishability Argument. Throughout the protocol, the messages sent by each server
or client to the next set of servers are always a sharing of some value. Since the adversary only
controls at most t parties in each committee, by the privacy property of Shamir secret sharing
with privacy threshold t, the distribution of messages received by the adversary from every honest
client or server during each round of communication is indistinguishable from a uniformly sampled
value and does not depend on the value the honest client or server shared. Therefore, it suffices
for the simulator to send random values to the adversary on behalf of each honest server/client.
Moreover, even while handling retroactive effect, the simulator can simply compute and send to
the adversary, shares of a random value (say v), as long as they are consistent with the shares sent
for the remaining corrupt parties. Recall that in the real world, this value v corresponds to the
value obtained by locally multiplying or adding (depending on the gate) shares of the incoming
wires values of that gate. To an adversary who corrupts at most t servers in every committee, these
shares of the incoming wires values appear uniformly distributed. As a result, the value v also
appears uniformly distributed. Finally, the list of corrupted servers is also determined identically
in the real and ideal worlds, and hence the joint distribution of the list of corrupted servers and
the view of the adversary in the real and ideal executions is indistinguishable.
Remark. This protocol trivially extends to the setting where each server set consists of a different
number of servers. In this setting, we allow up to ti < |S i |/2 corruptions in server set S i and for each
retro-active corruption, the simulator computes ti -out-of-ni secret sharing instead of t-out-of-n.
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Figure 9: The computation phase runtimes of circuits with depths 10 (red), 100 (orange) and 1000
(yellow), but approximately equal numbers of multiplication gates.
Combining Lemma 4 with Theorem 1 and subsequently with Theorem 2, we get the following
corollary.
Corollary 1. There exists an information-theoretically secure Maximally-Fluid MPC with R-Adaptive
Security (see Definition 5) for any f ∈ P/P oly.

8

Implementation and Evaluation

We implement our protocol in C++, using the evaluation code written Chida et al. [CGH+ 18] as a
starting point. Chida et. al. is a state of the art, honest-majority malicious security compiler with
constant overhead in the static setting. Both the initial code base and our modification relies on
the libscapi [Cry19] library to facilitate communication and evaluate field operations. libscapi
supports a number of different fields, but we choose to execute all of our tests using the 61-bit
Mersenne field. We note that the probability of detecting a malicious adversary with our compiler
is proportional to the depth of the circuit. As such, for very deep circuits, the size of the field
may need to be chosen accordingly. All communication was over unencrypted TCP point to point
channels.
In our implementation, we incorporate a number of optimizations that are not included in
our initial protocol description, that we omitted to streamline the intuition and analysis. In our
formal description of the protocol, we introduce relay gates to signify transitioning data between
committees. These relay gates also make explicit the need to re-share wire values connecting to
gates deeper in the circuit than the immediate next layer. In our implementation, we chose not to
alter the arithmetic circuit representation used by libscapi and instead keep track of where relay
gates would be injected. To do this, we preprocess all wires in the circuit to count the number of
times they are used in the circuit and decrement that value each time the wire is used as input to a
gate being evaluated. Once this value reaches zero, it is no longer passed during the communication
round. Importantly, our implementation, therefore, does not require circuits to be strictly layered.
In order to minimize the number of alpha values that need to be sent between committees, we
add an additional preprocessing step to count the width of each layer of the circuit. Instead of
sending a fixed number of alpha values at each layer, the parties only send a number of alphas equal
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to the maximum width of any future layer. While this optimization is insignificant in rectangular
circuits, the savings can be considerable when circuits are more triangular in shape.
Because our implementation is intended to evaluate the efficiency of our protocol, we make the
simplifying assumption that the parties are fixed for the duration of the protocol. While this might
seem like a significant departure from the protocol described in Section 6, we note that switching
between committees is not important for evaluating efficiency. The messages sent between parties
and the computation performed do not change as a result of fixing the parties. Moreover, there are
many possible ways to select which parties will be in each committee and we want our evaluation
to be agnostic to these decisions. Finally, we keep the size of each committee fixed throughout the
evaluation of each circuit.

8.1

Evaluation

In order to test our implementation, we needed to run it using varying number of parties and on
circuits of various sizes. Because existing arithmetic circuit compilers infrastructure is lacking, we
chose to generate randomized circuits instead of compiling specific functionalities. This randomized
process allowed us to more carefully control the size and shape of the test circuits. Circuits were
generated as follows: (1) A fixed number of inputs (1024 input wires for most of our test circuits)
were randomly divided between the prescribed number of parties (2) The generator proceeds layer
by layer for a prescribed number of layers. In each layer, it randomly selects a number of multiplication in [ w2 , 2] where w is the maximum width of any layer (another prescribed value). These gates
are randomly connected to the output wires of the preceding layer. The generator also generates
a random number of addition gates, subtraction gates, and scalar multiplication gates in [ w2 , 2],
wiring them similarly. After this process, if there are any unconnected wires from the previous
layer, the generator inserts addition gates until all wires are connected. (3) Finally, the generator
assigns the wires in the final layer as outputs to random parties. Using this method, we generate
circuits of depth d that have between wd
2 and wd multiplication gates, and a similar number of
addition gates.
We tested our protocol in both a LAN and WAN setting. The LAN configuration ran all parties
on a single, large computer in our lab. The machine had 72 Intel Xeon E5 processors and 500GB
of RAM. The WAN setup attempted to replicate the WAN deployment of [CGH+ 18]. We used
AWS C4.large instances spread between North Virgina, Germany and India. Each party was run
on a separate C4.large instance, even when the parties were located within the same zone. We
report per-layer timing results for both our LAN deployment and WAN deployment in Figure 8.
Circuits for these tests were generated with the widths in the second column using techniques
described above. Notably, the cost of doing wide area communication far outweighs the cost of
local computation. The computation runtime of various depth circuits containing approximately 1
million gates is shown in Figure 9.
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A

Proof Sketch for Lemma 2.4

An arithmetic circuit C, can be view as a directed acyclic graph, where all the nodes with indegree 0 constitute the layer ` = 0 of the graph/circuit. All the nodes/gates whose incoming edges
only consist of outgoing edges from nodes/gates on layer ` = 0 constitute the first layer of the
graph/circuit. Similarly, all the nodes/gates whose incoming edges only consist of outgoing edges
from nodes/gates on either layer ` = 0 or layer ` = 1 constitute the second layer of the graph/circuit
and so on.
We add additional relay gates for edges that do not connect nodes/gates on consecutive layers
0
as follows. Let gate G`k be a node/gate on layer ` that has h0 outgoing edges to gates {G`i }i∈[h0 ] on
00
layer `0 > ` and h00 outgoing edges to gates {G`j }j∈[h00 ] on layer `00 > `0 . We introduce the following
relay gates to relay the output of G`k to the respective gates:
1. On each layer between from ` + 1 to `0 − 2, we add a relay gate with out-degree 1. The h0 + h00
outgoing edges from G`k is replaced with a single outgoing edge to the new relay gate on layer
` + 1. The outgoing edge from this gate goes into the new relay gate on layer ` + 2 and so on.
2. On layer `0 − 1, we add a relay gate with out-degree h0 + 1. The outgoing edge from the new
relay gate on layer `0 − 2 goes into this relay gate. h0 outgoing edges from this relay gate go into
0
gates {Gi` }i∈[h0 ] .
3. On each layer between from `0 to `00 − 2, we add a relay gate with out-degree 1. One of the
outgoing edges from the relay gate introduced in the previous step go into the new relay gate
on layer `0 . he outgoing edge from this gate goes to the new relay gate on layer `0 + 1 and so on.
4. Finally on layer `00 − 1, we add a relay gate with out-degree h00 . The edges of these gates are
connected similar to the ones described in Step 2.
It is easy to observe that the resulting circuit Clayered satisfies all the properties of a layered circuit
listed in Definition 6.

B

Proof of Theorem 2

From Theorem 1, we know that a weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC realizes functionality f˜C
against malicious R-adaptive adversaries. In other words, it achieves security against such malicious
adversaries up to additive attacks, meaning that the adversary can add an arbitrary error value
to each wire in the circuit. Since our robust circuit C̃ computes on different types of values, we
use different variables to denote the additive errors that the adversary can inject on each of these
computations. For simplicity, we assume ` ∈ [0, d], where ` = 0 consists of input and random input
gates.
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– Let `β be the additive error value added by the adversary on the output of the relay gate on level
` that is used to transfer β.
– Let `α,k be the additive error value added by the adversary on the output of the multiplication
gate on level ` that is used to multiply αk`−1 with β.
– Let `r be the additive value added by the adversary
on the output of the relay gate on level `
P
that is used to transfer r. We use r to denote `={0,...,d} `r .
– Let `z,k be the additive error value added by the adversary on the output of the k th gate on level
−
` in the original circuit C when evaluated on actual inputs →
x.
– Let `rz,k be the additive error value added by the adversary on the output of the k th gate on
−
level ` in the original circuit C when evaluated on randomized inputs r→
x.
– Let u denote the cumulative errors added on the multiplication gates used to multiply the output
of each gate zk` with the respective αk` and the errors added on the relay gates used to transfer
partially computed values of u at each level.
– Similarly, let v denote the cumulative errors added on the multiplication gates used to multiply
the output of each gate (on randomized inputs) rzk` with the respective αk` and the errors added
on the relay gates used to transfer partially computed values of v at each level.
Let A be the real adversary who controls the set of corrupted clients and servers. The simulator
Sim works as follows:
Simulator. We describe the simulator in fcheckZero - hybrid model. The simulator uses the simulator of the underlying weakly private linear-based Fluid MPC protocol to simulate messages for
the adversary in the input stage and execution stage. During simulation, it stores the inputs of the
adversarial clients and the additive errors added by the adversary on each wire, that are extracted
by the simulator of the underlying protocol. It also forwards the list of corrupt servers sent by the
underlying simulator to its ideal functionality. At the end of the execution stage, it performs the
following check:
– If there does not exist any non-zero error of the form `r or `z,k or `rz,k or u or v ,10 it sends the
extracted inputs of the adversarial clients to the ideal functionality and gets the output z. It
simulates fcheckZero sending accept to the adversary. Finally, it runs the last step of the underlying
simulator on input z to compute the last set of messages for the adversary. It ignores the shares
of r, u, v and only forwards the shares of z to the adversary. Upon receiving shares of z from the
adversary on behalf of each honest client Ci ∈ T , it checks if all the shares of z are consistent. If
so, it sends continue, i to the ideal functionality, to instruct it to send the correct output to the
honest client Ci . Else, it sends abort, i, in which case the honest client Ci gets ⊥.
– Else there exists any non-zero error of the form `r or `z,k or `rz,k or u or v . It also sends ⊥
to its ideal functionality. It simulates fcheckZero sending reject to the adversary. The simulator
simulates sending ⊥ to the adversary on behalf of all the honest parties. The output of all the
honest parties is ⊥ in this case.
10

We note that the simulator does not need to account for additive errors of the form `β and `α,k . This is because
additive errors on β and the α values does not affect correctness of the “real” output. This point will become clear
later in the indistinguishability argument.
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Finally, it outputs whatever A outputs.
Remark. As is clear from the description of the simulator, we argue selective security with abort
against R-adaptive adversaries. The security can be easily bootstrapped to unanimous abort (in a
straight-forward manner), if the clients have access to a broadcast channel in the last round or if
they implement a broadcast over point-to-point channels.
Indistinguishability Argument. We need to argue indistinguishability of the view of the
adversary, the outputs of the honest clients and the list of corrupt servers in the real and ideal
worlds. Indistinguishability of the list of corrupt servers follows from the security of the underlying
protocol up to additive attacks. Next, we note that the only difference between the view generated
by the simulator (and how the output of the honest parties is decided) in the ideal world and that
obtained in the real execution is that the simulator sends reject on behalf of fcheckZero if it sees
any additive errors of the form e` or `z,k or `rz,k or u or v . If fcheckZero returns accept in the real
world, then the view generated by the simulator and the output of the honest clients is trivially
distinguishable from that of the real execution. We argue that this happens with at most negligible
probability.
Recall that if every party behaves honestly, then
!
!
d
w
d
w
X
X
X
X
αkl (rzkl )
αkl zkl and v =
u=
l=0

l=0

k=1

k=1

We would like to check if ru = v, ie.
!
!#
" d
d
w
w
X
X
X X
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l
l l
=
αk (rzk )
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α k zk
l=0

l=0

k=1
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This is trivially true if no additive errors were added by the adversary at any step. Accounting for all
the additive errors that the adversary might introduce, we get the following, where αˆk 0 = αk0 + 0α,k
P
and for ` > 0, αˆk ` = α̂k`−1 (β + `j=0 jβ ) + `α,i
"
ru = (r + r )

d
w
X
X
`=0

!
α̂k` (zk`

+
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#
+ u
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k=1
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`=0
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`rz,k )
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We now consider the following cases:
−
– Case 1:
No additive errors introduced in computation of the original circuit on →
x and
→
−
r x . This does not preclude errors introduced as a consequence of relay gates for r, i.e.,
∀` ∈ {0, . . . , d} and ∀k ∈ [w], `z,k , `rz,k = 0: We want to calculate the probability that the
following equation holds, i.e.,
" d
!
#
!
w
d
w
X X
X
X
(r + r )
α̂k` zk` + u =
α̂k` rzk` + v
`=0

k=1

`=0

in other words
"
ru = v − r

d
w
X
X
`=0
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k=1

k=1
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α̂k` zk`

#
+ u

– Case a: If u 6= 0
Since r is sampled uniformly, the probability that the following holds is 1/|F|.
" d
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w
X X
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· −1
α̂k` zk` + u
u
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– Case b: Else if u = 0, then
v = r
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we expand each αˆk ` and write it out as terms

We know that αˆk =
+
+
that depend on α0 and terms that don’t


αˆk ` = p`k + αk0
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j
X


iβ )
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where p`k only depends on β and the additive errors added but not on αk0 and can be expanded
as the following:
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p`k = α̂k`−1 (β +
jβ ) + `α,k − αk0
(β +
iβ )
j=0

j=0
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Let q ∈ [w] be the smallest q such that ∃zq` 6= 0 for some ` ∈ {0, . . . , d}. From equation 1, v
is equal to the following:
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Which can be rewritten as
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(β +
iβ )zq`  = v − r 
p`q zq` +
α̂k` zk` 
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(2)

k=1,k6=q

We now consider the following two cases:
P

Q`
Pj
d
i
`
1. If r
`=0
j=0 (β +
i=0 β )zq = 0:
Then either r = 0, which from equation 1 would imply that v = 0. This would mean that
the adversary has only injected additive errors on the computations and transfers of α’s
and β. This does not hamper the correctness of output.
Else, this is a uni-variate polynomial in β with degree at most d. Such a polynomial has
at most d roots. Since β is uniformly distributed, the probability that β is equal to one of
these roots is d/|F|.
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2. Else if r
Since
1/|F|.
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i=0 β )zq



6= 0:

is uniformly distributed, the probability that the equality in Equation 2 holds is

Hence, overall the probability that that the view generated by the simulator in Case 1 is distinguishable from the view in the real execution is at most
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– Case 2: Not all `z,k and `rz,k are 0: Let the q th gate on level m be the first gate with non-zero
errors. We want to calculate the probability that ru = v, where:
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Substituting into ru = v, and canceling the equal terms (similar to Case 1) we get
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This can be further simplified to get
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This is equivalent to separating out all the terms on the right hand side that are of the form α̂q` ×
(something) for all ` ∈ [d].
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for all ` ∈ [d], we get
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Left hand side of this equation can be re-written as
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Let the above term be equal to αq0 · y, where y is the term within (·).
Now, equation 3 holds if either of the following hold:
1. If y 6= 0 Since αq0 is uniformly distributed, the probability that in this case the equality in
equation 3 holds is 1/|F|.
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2. Or if y = 0, then
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0. Since r is uniformly distributed in F, the probability that in this case the equality in equation 3 holds is 1/|F|.
Hence, overall the probability that that the view generated by the simulator in Case 2 is distinguishable from the view in the real execution is at most
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d
1
d+1
+ 1−
+ 1−
<
|F|
|F|
|F|
|F| |F|
|F|
(d+1)
|F| . Therefore, the protocol
`
`
is secure, since if the adversary induces errors of the form r or z,k or `rz,k or u or v , then the
value T computed during verification will be zero with probability at most (d+1)
|F| . In the case where
1
T 6= 0, fcheckZero fails (in detection) with probability at most |F| . Thus overall, the probability of
distinguishing between the real and ideal world is at most (d+2)
|F| . For reasonable-sized fields, this is

In both cases, the probability of equality is upper bounded by

negligible in the security parameter.
Operating over Smaller fields. This protocol works for fields that are large enough such that
(d+2)
|F| is an acceptable probability of an adversary cheating. In cases where it might be desirable to
instead work in a smaller field, we can use the same approach as used by Chida et al. [CGH+ 18]. In
particular, instead of having a single randomized evaluation of the circuit w.r.t. r, we can generate
δ
shares for δ random values r1 , . . . , rδ (such that ( (d+2)
|F| ) is negligible in the security parameter) and
run multiple randomized evaluations of the circuit and verification steps for each ri . Since each r is
independently sampled and their corresponding verification procedures are also independent, this
δ
will yield a cheating probability of at most ( (d+2)
|F| ) , as required.

C

Proof of Theorem 1

In order to prove Theorem 1, we need to construct a simulator that can “extract” the additive errors
induced by the adversary on each intermediate wire. While the view of the adversary until the last
round can be simulated using the simulator for weak privacy, the last round messages and the
output of the honest parties crucially depend on these additive errors. At a high level, in [GIP+ 14],
the simulator for additive security Sim proceeds as follows: First, Sim invokes the adversary A on
g Recall that the truncated view
the truncated view simulated by the simulator for weak privacy Sim.
g
produced by Sim consists of the simulated honest party messages, which are relayed from Sim to A
at each step of the protocol, and the corresponding responses from A are recorded. Next, at each
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step Sim determines the messages that A should have sent were it behaving in an honest manner.
Using the observation from Claim 1, Sim uses both (a) messages sent by A; and (b) messages that
A should have sent were it behaving honestly; to determine the additive errors injected by A on
each wire. Finally, Sim invokes the ideal functionality, on (a) the inputs extracted from A; and (b)
the additive errors for each wire in the circuit. Upon receiving the corresponding output from the
ideal functionality, Sim then simulates the messages of the last round appropriately.
Given a simulator for weak privacy against a malicious R-adaptive adversary, the simulator for
security up to additive attacks in the Fluid MPC setting works exactly like the simulator described
in [GIP+ 14] for the static corruption setting. This is because, all the messages sent to the adversary
until the last round are simulated using the simulator for weak privacy, and extraction of additive
errors during these rounds does not affect the view of the adversary. Recall that in the Fluid MPC
setting, by corrupting a server in a given epoch, a malicious R-adaptive adversary cannot change
the messages that it had sent in any of the prior epochs. Therefore, the additive errors determined
by the simulator based on adversary’s messages in any given epoch do not change if the adversary
decides to corrupt a server at a later stage and can be extracted in a similar way. The last round
messages in the Fluid MPC setting, correspond to the messages exchanged by the clients in the
output stage. Since the clients are statically corrupted, the same approach can be used to simulate
these messages in the Fluid MPC setting as well. Moreover the list of corrupted servers that the
simulator for security up to additive attacks is required to send to the trusted functionality can
also be determined using the simulator for weak privacy (see Definition 10).
Since we use slightly different notations, for the sake of completeness, we formally describe the
simulator. However, we omit the argument for indistinguishability. This is because indistinguishability of the list of corrupt servers and of the adversary’s view up to the last round follows from weak
privacy. The indistinguishability of the output of the honest clients and the view of the adversary
in the last round (i.e., the output computation) depends on whether or not the additive errors were
correctly computed by the simulator. Since a malicious R-adaptive adversary cannot change these
errors by corrupting servers at a later stage, this is no different than the static corruption setting.
For simplicity, we assume that the number of clients and the number of servers in each epoch are
n.
Simulator Let Π be a linear-based fluid MPC protocol for computing a (possibly) randomized mm
−
client circuit C : Fin
→ Fout using →
n servers that is weakly private against malicious adversaries
controlling at most t servers in each epoch, and linear based with respect to a t-out-of-n threshold
secret sharing scheme. In addition let A be an adversary controlling a subset T of clients and a
subset T of servers. We use T to denote the set of honest clients. Since an R-adaptive adversary can
adaptively corrupt the servers at any point, in the context of this simulator, we use T ` to denote
the set of corrupt servers in epoch ` during epoch `. This does not include the servers in epoch `
`
that the adversary might choose to corrupt in a later epoch. Similarly, we use T to denote the
−
set of honest servers in epoch ` during epoch `. The simulator Sim on input →
x T , of the corrupted
clients, initializes an additive attack A and does the following:
1. Truncated view generation phase. Let Simtrunc-view be a simulator guaranteed by the
weak-privacy property of Π against malicious R-adaptive adversary. Invoke Simtrunc-view on
−
the inputs →
x T and obtain a simulated truncated view u0A . At each step when Simtrunc-view
generates an updated list of corrupted servers, Sim forwards it to its trusted functionality.
1

2. Input Stage (Random Input Gates). Let outT 1 ,π
be the output function of T in
rand
πrand as defined in Definition 8. The simulation proceeds as follows:
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(a) Simulate the honest behavior of the clients in T given their truncated view u0A and obtain
1
the messages m0πrand 1 that should have been sent by the clients in T to T during the
T →T

execution of πrand . In addition, for every server Si ∈ T 1 , for every randomness gate Gc
0c
obtain the share Gi that is part of the output of Si at the end of the honest execution
of πrand .
e 0πrand 1 sent by the adversary
(b) Invoke A on the truncated view u0A and obtain the messages m
T →T

1

to the servers in T during the execution of πrand .
(c) Compute γ πrand
← outT 1 ,π
1
T

rand

e 0πrand 1 − m0πrand 1 ).
(0, m
T →T

T →T

(d) For every randomness gate Gc , let γ c 1 ∈ Ft+1 be the restriction of γ πrand
to the values
1
T
T
c
corresponding to G .
i. The simulator now determines entries for the additive attack A on the circuit C.
Notice that γ c 1 is a vector of t + 1 shares of the threshold secret sharing scheme,
T
and thus forms a valid sharing of some value.
1
Compute αc := reconstruct(γ c 1 , T ), and for every gate Gd connected to Gc set
T
Ac,d := αc . Additionally, compute the shares γTc 1 of the adversarial servers consistent
with γ c 1 .
T

0c

c
ii. The simulator for each S1i ∈ T 1 computes the share G0c
i := Gi + γi .

3. Input Stage (Input Gates).
(a) for each input gate Gc that is part of the inputs of some honest client Ci :
1
i. for every corrupted server S1j , retrieve from u0A the value G0c
j representing Sj ’s share
of Ci ’s input for Gc and send it to A.
ii. for any gate Gd connected to the output of Gc , set Ac,d := 0.

(b) For each input gate Gc that is part of the inputs of some adversarial client Ci :
e 0c from A corresponding to the S1 ’s
i. for each honest server S1j , receive a message G
j
j
c
share of A’s input for G .
ii. notice that the honest shares is a vector of t+1 shares of the threshold secret sharing
scheme, and thus forms a valid
sharing of some value.
n o
1
d
c
0c
e
Compute x
e := reconstruct( G
1 , T ). for any gate G connected to the output
j
1
x
e− x

Sj ∈T

c
of
set Ac,d :=
c where xc is the input of Ci to G .
c
iii. For each corrupted server compute the shares GT 1 of the adversarial servers consistent with the shares obtain above.

Gc ,

4. Execution Stage. For each layer ` ∈ [d], the simulator simulates all the gates in the layer
` as follows
Addition gate. For each corrupted server, do the following:
(a) Simulate the honest behavior of the servers in T ` given their truncated view u0A , on main
0πtrans
0b
inputs (G0a
` that should have been sent by
i + Gi )S` ∈T ` and obtain the messages m `
T →T

i

`

the servers in T ` to T during the execution of πtrans .
0c
In addition, for every server S`+1
∈ T `+1 , obtain the share Gi that is part of the output
i
of S`+1
at the end of the execution of πtrans .
i
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e 0π`trans
(b) Invoke A on the truncated view u0A and obtain the messages m

T →T

`

`

sent by the adver-

sary to the servers in T during the execution of πrand .
e 0π`trans ` − m0π`trans ` ).
(c) Compute δ πtrans
← outT ` ,π (0, m
`
T

trans

T →T

T →T

(d) The simulator now determines entries for the additive attack A on the circuit C. Notice
that δ c ` is a vector of t + 1 shares of the threshold secret sharing scheme, and thus forms
T
a valid sharing of some value.
`
Compute αc := reconstruct(δ c ` , T ), and for every gate Gd connected to Gc set Ac,d := αc .
T
Additionally, compute the shares δTc ` of the adversarial servers consistent with δ c ` .
T

0c

c
(e) The simulator for each S`+1
∈ T `+1 computes the share G0c
i := Gi + δi .
i

Addition-by-a-constant and multiplication-by-a-constant gates. The simulation proceeds identically as above with the only change being that simulation of the honest behavior
0a
of the adversarial servers are done with inputs (G0a
i + b)S`i ∈T ` (respectively (Gi · b)S`i ∈T ` ) for
the addition-by-a-constant (respectively multiplication-by-a-constant) gate.
Relay gate. As above, the simulation is identical to the addition gate with the only change
being that simulation of the honest behavior of the adversarial servers are done with inputs
Ga for the relay gate.
Multiplication gate. As above, the simulation is identical to the addition gate with the
following two changes:
(a) the simulation is done for the protocol πmult instead of πtrans ; and
0b
(b) the inputs to πmult are (G0a
i , Gi )S` ∈T ` .
i

5. Output stage. At the end of the circuit evaluation phase, for each output gate Gz each
e z of the supposed output.
corrupted client Ci ∈ T holds a share G
i
(a) The simulator sets to 0 all coordinates of A that were not previously set.
(b) The simulator invokes the trusted party computing feC with the inputs of the corrupted
parties and with the aforementioned wire corruptions A. The trusted party responds to
the simulator with the output y.
(c) For each output gate Gz of C that is connected to an output of some gate g a the simulator
chooses shares of yz that are compatible with (Gai )C∈ T , adds them to u0A and sends them
i
to A.
(d) The simulator outputs u0A .
The proof of indistinguishability follows identically as in [GIP+ 14], and we refer the reader to their
paper for further details.
In the above simulator description, we have assumed that the adversary corrupts exactly t
servers in each epoch. While in reality an adversary could corrupt fewer than t servers in an epoch.
This distinction between these two kinds of adversaries has already been studied in the regular
MPC setting in [GIP+ 14]. At a high level they prove this by taking an adversary that corrupts
fewer than t parties and suitably augmenting it to construct an adversary that corrupts exactly t
parties. Using the intuition explained at the start of this section, that the adversary cannot affect
messages previously sent by the honest parties, this idea can also be extended to our Fluid MPC
setting. We refer the reader to [GIP+ 14] for more details.
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